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Abstract
Current trends in urbanization and challenges with regards to sustainability demand a solution
for future cities. Compact, 15-minute cities might be a concept that can help addressing these
challenges, by increasing accessibility. However, many people live in cities so they should be
liveable places. Hence, this thesis aims to assess whether accessibility through 15-minute
neighbourhoods contributes to urban liveability.
Liveability in this thesis is considered twofold: objective and subjective. Objective is measured
through compactness, and subjective through satisfaction. Accessibility is threefold, it consists
of density, diversity, and proximity. The two are jointly assessed using quantitative methods by
analysing spatial and demographic data gathered by survey.
The findings indicated a total of 21 important destinations, of which 20 were assessed in the
research. It was found that Utrecht is, for a large part, a compact city with characteristics of a
15-minute city. 93% of all inhabitants have more than 50% of the important destinations within
a 15-minute walk. There were only weak relations found between the extent of accessibility and
liveability, as liveability is an abstract concept that can only be marginally explained by 15minute walkable accessibility. Other socio-economic, demographic, and spatial variables,
amongst others, are likely to influence the perceived liveability.
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1.

Introduction

Many people seem to believe that compact city planning can be a solution to problems the
world is currently facing, by providing sustainable options for ever-increasing population and
according increase in housing demand. It seems to be the way out for two of the biggest urban
challenges that arise in our time: climate change and population growth.
Introduced in 1973 by Dantzig and Saaty, the compact city should be the utopian, perfect place
for people to live sustainably and happily in great social fairness. Its transport system would
consist mainly of public transport, assisted by publicly shared electronic vehicles there where
needed. Its land use would be mixed and highly dense, providing services for all citizens in close
proximity. The population would, just like the land use, be diverse and have a strong identity
within the city (Dantzig & Saaty, 1973). This reminds us of the influential ideas of Jane Jacobs,
promoting a city for people rather than cars (Jacobs, 1961).
Place this in the present and there are many similarities with current compact city approaches,
one of which is the 15-minute city that was proposed in 2021 (Moreno et al., 2021). This
compactly planned city concept would consist of neighbourhoods in which all important
services and destinations are within a 15-minute walk from your home. To achieve this, it would
build upon four pillars: Density, Diversity, Proximity and Digitization. The first three of these can
be traced back directly to Dantzig & Saaty’s urban utopia. Approaches like this look like they
might contribute to solutions to the large challenges of our time, but also raises the question
whether it would be broadly applicable and, more importantly, if its sustainability- and
liveability- promises have stood the test of time. Are current compact city approaches living up
to their promise of liveability and sustainability? To be more specific: does the 15-minute city
contribute to highly liveable and sustainable urban development?
In this report, I investigate the 15-minute city concept through its accessibility characteristics.
The concept of a sustainable city that is based on a maximum travel time, is undeniably related
to high accessibility throughout its urban form. Therefore, this thesis is examining the
relationship accessibility has on liveability, or better phrased: the extent to which enhanced
accessibility through 15-minute neighbourhoods might contribute to liveability.

1.1. Problem statement

It is uncertain if the enhanced accessibility that is offered by the 15-minute city would
contribute positively to urban liveability. This is important to consider because unliveable cities
would not be socially sustainable. It is uncertain whether the 15-minute city is desirable in some
cases. In this thesis, the extent of accessibility based on a 15-minute threshold is investigated
in the case of Utrecht, a medium- to large sized, Dutch city. In addition to that, important
services and destinations are assessed, as well as the populations’ satisfaction with regards to
the accessibility of the destinations.
The local context is important too: Utrecht is part of the larger urban area Randstad, and many
inhabitants commute elsewhere (CBS, 2017; Schwanen et al., 2003, 2004). The 15-minute city
concept was developed for Paris, a large, single urban area with various sub-centres
surrounding the central core. Utrecht, on the other hand, is monocentric and has a complex
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relationship with the surrounding cities with regards to mobility (Nkeki & Asikhia, 2021;
Schwanen et al., 2003, 2004).

1.2. Research objective and research question

The objective of this research is to assess to what extent enhanced accessibility contributes to
higher liveability. To do so, the case of Utrecht was selected due to its classical Dutch- and
Northern-European layout, with a medieval city core, a large central station that connects it to
surrounding urban areas and a gradual expansion over time, especially in the last 100 years up
to the current situation (PBL, 2016; Provincie Utrecht, 2016). The extent of accessibility based
on a 15-minute threshold is investigated, as well as to define important destinations and
services in a compact city, and the extent of satisfaction with regards to general accessibility
and that of the important destinations and services. Resulting from this, the research question
is as follows:
To what extent can enhanced accessibility through 15-minute neighbourhoods
contribute to higher liveability in Utrecht, The Netherlands?

1.3. Relevance

The societal relevance is very clear: to explore the chances enhanced accessibility offer for
liveability. With regards to current and future problems faced in urban areas, it is relevant to
assess how compactness influences the perceived liveability based on the accessibility of
destinations.
It is scientifically relevant to assess this topic because of similar reasons: general solutions must
be found to current challenges. This thesis aims to contribute to this through assessing the
effect the urban fabric of Utrecht has on its liveability. To do so, liveability is separated into two.
Objective liveability can be derived from compactness, whereas subjective is measured
through satisfaction. By exploring this relationship, I contribute to the broader scientific
understanding of perceived liveability.
I start this report with the theoretical framework, where I address the two main concepts of this
thesis: liveability and accessibility. After that, the research design chapter introduces the local
context, operationalization, sub research questions, hypothesis, and surveyed sample. The
results are discussed after that, structured according to the sub research questions, followed
by the conclusions. Finally, I finish this report with the discussion of the conclusions and
recommendations.
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2

2.

Theoretical framework

To start, relevant literature is reviewed, after which I introduce the two main concepts:
liveability and accessibility. By drawing connections between them, an overview of the
conceptual framework is introduced at the end of this chapter.

2.1. The sustainable 15-minute city

According to Moreno et al., (2021), a 15-minute compact city contributes to urban
sustainability. Scientific literature is debating this (Carter & Walters, 2013; Levi et al., 2010;
Mouratidis, 2018; Neuman, 2005; Rogatka & Ribeiro, 2015; Wiersinga, 1997, among others).
One of the major motivations for planners to consider compact city planning, is sustainability
(Rogatka & Ribeiro, 2015). However, it seems that compact city planning is not inherently
representing sustainable urban planning.
Based on Neuman (2005), compact city planning consists of five distinguishable scientific
traditions: (carrying) capacity, fitness, resilience, diversity, and balance. Capacity addresses the
ability of a place to carry people (Beatley, 1995; Rees, 1996): fitness is about the interaction
between people and place and their adaptation towards each other; resilience discusses the
ability of a place to absorb the presence of people; diversity entails multiple and mixed land
uses indicating health; and balance implies an almost utopian, urban situation empowering
changing conditions between the place (city) and population (people). In addition to this,
Neuman (2005) introduces a list of 14 characteristics for compact cities, that are included in
table 1 below. Neuman’s influential text finally concludes that compact city planning is not
necessary nor sufficient for sustainable city planning.
Table 1: Compact city characteristics. From Neuman (2005)
Nr. Description
1
High residential and employment densities
2
Mixture of land uses
3
Fine grain of land uses (proximity of varied uses and small relative size of land parcels
4
Increased social and economic interactions
5
Contiguous development (some parcels or structures may be vacant or abandoned)
6
Contained urban development, demarcated by legible limits
7
Urban infrastructure, especially sewerage and water mains
8
Multimodal transportation
9
High degrees of accessibility, both local and regional
10 High degrees of street connectivity
11* High degree of impervious surface coverage
12 Low open-space ratio
13* Unitary control of planning of land development, or closely coordinated control
14* Sufficient government fiscal capacity to finance urban facilities and infrastructure
Note: The characteristics indicated with * are discussed below.
From this table, three characteristics stand out. First, I want to address 11: High degree of
impervious surface coverage. Since this research aims to assess the extent of accessibility to
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relate it to liveability, the degree of impervious surface coverage is considered unimportant.
Then, 13 and 14 are both governance characteristics, both of which are not considered in this
research for similar reasons as characteristic 11. The physical environment through walkable
accessibility is considered, as is the perceived liveability of the environment. Governance
through unitary control of planning and development or fiscal capacity does not play a role in
the situation that I investigate.
To continue the theoretical debate, Rogatka & Ribeiro (2015) and others argue that compact
city planning is, in fact, sustainable (Burton et al., 1996; Gordon et al., 2009). This is in contrast
to Neuman’s (2005) reasoning. Compact cities are said to reduce the ecological footprint of its
inhabitants, contribute to sustainable urban spaces and are, due to their ability to play a key
role in green urban growth strategies, also referred to as “green cities” (Burton, 2002;
Matsumoto, 2011; Rogatka & Ribeiro, 2015; Thinh et al., 2002; Zhang, 2000). In addition to this,
more recent literature point towards the opportunities compact cities offer for sustainable
urban development (Ahlfeldt et al., 2018; Bibri, 2020; Bibri et al., 2020; Mouratidis, 2022; Tappert
et al., 2018; Tonne et al., 2021, among others). The scientific consensus is shifting from putting
question marks at the sustainable promises of compact cities, towards embracing the
opportunities.
The paradigm shift from unsustainable to sustainable due to compact city planning, provides
a reasoning behind recently arising compact city models like Moreno’s 15-minute city. It also
emphasizes the academic relevance to further assess this topic.

2.2. Liveability

Liveability is the first of two main theoretical concepts used in this report. I define it as follows:
The access a group of individuals have to opportunities to improve their quality of life in a
location over time.
Its definition comes from the theoretical relationship with sustainability. Hence, liveability is
expressed as a part of sustainability in 2.2.1. After that, I introduce the two sub-concepts that
are used in this thesis: compactness and satisfaction.

2.2.1. Sustainability

It is important to acknowledge that sustainability is essential for developing a definition on
liveability, even though this concept is hardly definable (Balsas, 2004).
Neuman’s (2005) compact city fallacy criticizes the claimed sustainable benefits of compact
cities, partly based on the compact city paradox (Wiersinga, 1997). Describing the inferred
relationship between liveability and sustainability, Wiersinga argues that the more compact an
urban form gets, the higher the density grows, which in turn negatively influences the liveability.
In turn, sustainability is positively influenced by compactness of the urban form. Put like this,
sustainability and liveability seem to contradict rather than relate.
As with sustainability, the reasoning behind the theories of Neuman and Wiersinga might not
hold in the present time. Keeping in mind that Wiersinga’s paradox was written in a cardominated time, and Neuman’s paper is based on American practice, it is questionable
whether the paradox remains in the case of European cities. Americans consider car-based
planning with separated, single-family homes in sprawling suburb as ideal situation: the result
of the American Dream (Neuman, 2005). This contradicts the current European situation, where
11

recent authors relate sustainability and compact city planning positively to liveability. Hence,
compact city planning, including the 15-minute city, might be an approach to relate liveability
to sustainability; a solution for sustainable and liveable cities might be planning towards
compact urban forms. This is described more in detail in 2.2.2.
The definition for liveability that I introduced, finds it origins here: The access to opportunities
an individual has to improve his or her quality of life in a location at a moment in time (B.
Appleyard et al., 2014; Balsas, 2004; Chazal, 2010; Geurs & van Wee, 2004). Neuman’s five
sustainability characteristics should be considered in the definition. The capacity an area has
to enable liveability over time, is essential for sustainable liveability (Chazal, 2010). Next to that,
liveability differs per individual. Personal preferences influence the experienced liveability for
every single person; a population must adept to one another to achieve mutual liveability (B.
Appleyard et al., 2014): fitness. For an area to enable this over time, it must be resilient. Diversity
can balance this equation, providing a sense of community that enhances the perceived
mutual liveability (Del Rio et al., 2012). Put this way, sustainability is essential to liveability as it
changes the definition. From a single individual to a group, and from a moment in time to a
longer period. Hence, it changes from the access to opportunities an individual has to improve
his or her quality of life in a location at a moment in time, to the access a group of individuals
have to opportunities to improve their quality of life in a location over time. Adding sustainability
promotes liveability from a moment for an individual, to a long-term group experience which
is very important in urban areas (Zhan et al., 2018).

2.2.2. Compactness

I start by introducing the “elephant in this thesis room”: Jane Jacobs. She has advocated
compact cities in an inimitable fashion because of the liveable characteristics they offer as
opposed to car-oriented cities (Jacobs, 1961). A compact city is a city where space is properly
designed for and utilized by people, suggesting that planning for the quality of life of people is
inherent for a compact city (Rogatka & Ribeiro, 2015). This was confirmed in the case of Oslo,
where inhabitants were surveyed and a direct correlation was found between compact city
characteristics and extent of satisfaction with their neighbourhood. (Mouratidis, 2018). In
contrast to satisfaction, compactness is a measure for the physical characteristics of a liveable
city. Compactness, in turn, consists of density, diversity and proximity in the case of the 15minute city (Moreno et al., 2021).
Adding to this, an essential element of compact liveability is walkability (D. Appleyard et al.,
1981; Mouratidis, 2018; Speck, 2018). Besides that, it is the essential element of a successful 15minute city (Moreno et al., 2021). That considered, I conceptualize the effect of compactness
on liveability in the case of the 15-minute city through walkability. It must be stated that
compactness and accessibility are only a small part of ‘good walkability’: aspects like safety
and comfort are not considered using this scope (Speck, 2018).

2.2.3. Satisfaction

I define liveability as the access to possibilities to improve the quality of life. Therefore, it is
essential to measure what people feel and perceive, instead of only objectively determining it
based on physical characteristics (D’Acci, 2014; Senlier et al., 2009).
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Satisfaction is a way to measure the perceived liveability (Okulicz-Kozaryn, 2013). Other than
physical liveability, satisfaction measures subjective liveability. Objective liveability can be
measured purely based on physical characteristics of a city, neighbourhood, or other
environment, whereas satisfaction aims to assess the experienced liveability, or quality of life
for a person. Perceived liveability can be hugely different for people in the exact same
neighbourhood, for instance because of sickness or disabilities, whilst the objective liveability
is the same for both individuals.

2.2.4. Liveability framework

To summarize, liveability can be measured through two
sub-concepts: satisfaction and compactness. Satisfaction
considers the experienced, perceived liveability amongst
residents; compactness describes the physical
characteristics. In the end, it is important to measure
urban liveability in both manners, objective and
subjective (Pacione, 2003; Ruth & Franklin, 2014). On the
right, I summarize this first part of the theoretical
framework visually.

2.3. Accessibility

Compact
city
planning
through
15-minute
neighbourhoods, with its density, diversity and proximity,
aims to increase accessibility within the urban area
(Moreno et al., 2021). In the past decades, there has been
a paradigm shift amongst academics that directs
transportation planning more towards accessibilitybased planning, rather than mobility- and car-oriented
planning (Miller, 2005; Weber, 2003). Even more recent, Figure 1: Liveability
this has specified in proximity planning. Together with framework
density and diversity, proximity is essential to the 15-minute compact, accessible city, as I will
conceptualize in this part. I define accessibility as follows:
The possibilities space, through density, diversity and proximity, and time, within 15 minutes,
provide, for one or more individuals to reach locations, or for locations to be reached by one or
more individuals.
In 2.3.1., I present the theories behind this twofold definition. After that, I conceptualize
accessibility through three dimensions of the 15-minute city: density, diversity, and proximity.

2.3.1. Place- and people based

Time geography is essential in understanding accessibility, consisting of two dimensions: space
and time (Geurs & Van Wee, 2004; Hägerstrand, 1970; Miller, 2005; Schwanen et al., 2008; Sui,
2012; Weber, 2003). In addition to this, accessibility is twofold: place-based and people-based.
Place-based accessibility considers the destination as the centre point, whereas people-based
accessibility centralizes a person and their activities.
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Place-based accessibility
Also referred to as proximity-based accessibility (Weber, 2003), or as access to destinations,
place-based accessibility considers the ease of reaching destinations (Deboosere et al., 2018).
Implementing place-based accessibility is suggested to help improve transportation planning
(Boisjoly & El-Geneidy, 2017). It describes the physical environment in which people live
through spatial separation between important locations (e.g. home or work) and regularly
visited destinations (e.g. supermarket, leisure or healthcare), neglecting the personal aspect of
accessibility (Miller, 2005). A fundamental component of place-based accessibility is distance,
which can be measured in travel time, -cost or -distance, and through a line, transportation
network or using a form of distance decay (Weber, 2003). Placing this in the perspective of
space-time and 15-minute cities, place-based accessibility is determined from the destination.
Around this destination, a 15-minute walkable threshold determines whether that destination
is accessible to an individual.
Within this space with time constraints for all destinations, individuals travel during their daily
business. Therefore, the extent of accessibility of destinations for an individual will change over
time, whereas the destination’s accessibility will remain the same. Here, people-based
accessibility comes into play.
People-based accessibility
Centred around the activity schedule of an individual as well as taking the characteristics of the
transportation system into account (Neutens et al., 2010), people based accessibility relates
closely to time geography. This considers the limitations of participating in activities, by
accounting for the activities an individual is participating in and exploring the limitations that
poses for partaking in other possible activities at other places and times (Hägerstrand, 1970).
This differentiates it from place-based accessibility; instead of a fixed destination with a service
area, it considers a path, a route travelled through space, of an individual flows through
location and a network over time (Geurs & van Wee, 2004; Miller, 2005; Schwanen et al., 2008;
Sui, 2012; Weber, 2003). The constrains this poses, results in a limited area that can be accessed
during a day, which can be visualized in the dimensions of space and time (Kwan, 2000; Miller,
2005; Weber, 2003). For each individual, the accessibility of a city differs based on their time
path. Therefore, each individual experiences their own “city” within the urban area (Fishman
1990, p. 38).
People-based accessibility focuses on the time path of an individual, suggesting that it takes
the commute into account. Considering that most people do not commute by foot and take
more than 15 minutes to do so whilst sometimes going out of the urban area of Utrecht
(Schwanen et al., 2003), people-based accessibility seems not suitable to assess the extent of
15-minute accessibility in Utrecht. More on this in 2.4.
People-based accessibility is useful when mapping extents of accessibility, independent of the
location of an individual. Combining time and locations result in service areas, which can be
overlapped to achieve a people-based accessibility map (Miller, 2005).

2.3.2. Concepts

Density, diversity, and proximity came up already before this part. They are three of Moreno’s
15-minute city characteristics and they are essential for understanding the extent of
accessibility. In addition to this, they all relate to the general compact city characteristics that
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were introduced by Neuman (2005). In this part, the three are conceptualized and related to
table 1.
2.3.2.1. Density
Density describes the number of something - people, places, etc. - in an area. Destinations as
well as the population are considered in this definition, making it applicable for place- and
people-based accessibility analysis. The optimal population density in an area, depends on the
destination density in the same area (Moreno et al., 2021). Either one can be too dense, or too
non-dense, so an optimal balance should be strived for. The higher the densities, the more
applicable an area becomes for people-and place-based accessibility in a 15-minute time
frame. It relates to Neuman’s (2005) compactness characteristics 1, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10 and 12.
To assess density of locations, one can consider the locations themselves as well as the service
area if combined with proximity. Considering space-time theory, this combination is essential
to use density as measurement for the extent of accessibility. Reflecting on the first sentence of
this part, it is conceptualized as the percentage of the total area that is covered by the service
area.
2.3.2.2. Diversity
This sub-concept is twofold: diversity in urban spatial function (mixed-use), and diversity in
people and culture. It is also one of the five sustainability traditions, as was described earlier,
and contributes theoretically to sustainability, which is essential for liveability and is realized
through compact city planning. Diversity is key in creating highly accessible neighbourhoods,
striving for sustainability and liveability (Del Rio et al., 2012; DeLisle & Grissom, 2013; Neuman,
2005; Sinxadi et al., 2020; Toker & Pontikis, 2011). Compact city characteristics related to
diversity are 2, 3, and 4, in addition to being one of the five pillars of Neuman’s (2005)
understanding of urban sustainability.
As with density, it should be related to proximity: service areas. The extent of diversity therefore
can be visualized through combining all service areas into one map. The more different
destinations can be accessed from one location, the higher the extent of diversity.
2.3.2.3. Proximity
Proximity must be described using both space and time. This is the case because it considers
the area that can be accessed within a set amount of time, 15 minutes in this case. Everything
beyond that threshold is not considered proximate enough (Moreno et al., 2021). It also entails
transportation, because the way of transport is essential to consider when conceptualizing
proximity. In this research, it is based on a 15-minute. When other destinations are considered,
one should look at more means of transport, which is also theorized by Moreno in providing a
dense public transport network (Moreno et al., 2021). Proximity relates directly to compact city
characteristics 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10 (Neuman, 2005).
Proximity is the concept that places the destinations in a space-time dimension. The
movement of an individual trough a space with proximate areas, determines that individual’s
extent of accessibility at any location over time. Proximate areas are all locations from where a
destination can be accessed within a 15-minute walk, later referred to as “service area”
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2.3.3. Accessibility framework

On the right, I present the visual representation of
the conceptual framework that was described in this
part. Place-based accessibility is the basis in which
space and time are expressed as the service area for
destinations that result from density, diversity, and
proximity.
People-based accessibility will return in the next
part, where I introduce case-specific circumstances.
Figure 2: Accessibility framework

2.4. Local urban form

The context is an important factor to consider in the
theoretical framework in the case of this thesis.
Following logic, the commute is one of the most
important time paths of an individual during an
average day.
Utrecht itself is a monocentric city when considering
service density, this is not the case for commuting:
people travel to and from Utrecht, between Utrecht
and other nearby cities in the Randstad (Schwanen
et al. 2003, 2004). Utrecht itself, as a city, is very much centralized. Utrecht as a part of the
Randstad is polycentric (van der Laan, 1998). Considering this pattern, the implementation of a
15-minute city should not include working places when assessing this in the current situation
of Utrecht, or any city in the Randstad as it would have similar circumstances (Schwanen et al.,
2003, 2004). This differs from other cities where the 15-minute city concept – or other similar
compact city forms – have been researched, like Paris or Barcelona. These cities, including their
urban region, are very much monocentric and would thus experience other commuting
patterns than the Randstad area, and Utrecht with it (Nkeki & Asikhia, 2021). There is a
correlation between the polycentric Randstad area and longer commutes by car, compared to
other (Dutch) monocentric urban regions (Schwanen et al., 2003, 2004). On top of that, in 2015,
more than 60% of commuters from Utrecht did so by driving a car (MON/OViN & KiM, 2015).
The employment rate of people that do not work in the urban area of Utrecht confirms this.
55.1% of all inhabitants of Utrecht are employed outside of the municipality of Utrecht, and
42.0% outside of either Utrecht or one of the adjacent municipalities (CBS, 2017). Compared to
some other monocentric, medium-sized cities far outside of the Randstad, this difference
becomes clear. In Groningen, only 23.0% of the inhabitants work outside of their and directly
adjacent municipalities; 26.2% of the inhabitants of Enschede work outside of their and directly
adjacent municipalities; In Leeuwarden this is 21.0%. (CBS, 2017)
If this is compared internationally to large, monocentric agglomerations, this becomes even
more evident. In Paris, only 3.4% of people that live around the city centre of Paris were
employed outside the centre or a sub-centre of Paris (Aguilera, 2005); In Barcelona, only 5% of
inhabitants are employed more than 5.8 km away from their homes (Braun et al., 2016).
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A simple calculation enables me to conclude that, on a daily basis, more than 33% of people
from Utrecht commute elsewhere by car, excluding the people who commute within the
municipality (CBS, 2017; MON/OViN & KiM, 2015).
Based on all this information, the commute and the belonging time path relating to peoplebased accessibility differs from the proposed 15-minute city by Moreno et al. (2021) where job
opportunities and working places are included within the 15-minute neighbourhood. Following
from this, using place-based accessibility as a basis for assessing the extent of accessibility
within Utrecht is the logical choice considering the large extent of expected time-paths that go
outside of Utrecht during a day’s routine. A knowledge gap can be identified to assess whether
such a compact city concept would have the same implications on liveability as it would in
cities that have other urban characteristics.

2.5. Framework

Coming from the literature review and theoretical concepts accordingly, the conceptual
framework is the visual explanation of this chapter. In figure 3, liveability1 is related to
accessibility2 through satisfaction with accessibilityA: perceived liveability, and the extent of
accessibilityB: compactness. The relationC between satisfaction and compactness aims to
assess the extent to which satisfaction and compactness can explain liveability.

Figure 3: Theoretical framework
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3

3.

Research design

This chapter starts with the introduction of the selected case, Utrecht. The research questions
are modelled after the case; hence they follow in the second part of this chapter. After, the
concepts from the theoretical framework are operationalized, followed by descriptions of the
survey and GIS methods for data collection. The chapter ends with the data analysis methods
used.

3.1. Case description

This thesis describes the city of Utrecht, The Netherlands. Utrecht is a
typical Northern European, specifically Dutch, city. Starting from the
historic city centre, the city has slowly expanded over time with an
increase in population and urban area especially in the last 150 years.
The location within The Netherlands is shown in figure 4 on the right.
Figure 5 below shows the city changing and expanding over time, in
50-year steps from 1870 to 1920, 1970 and finally 2020.

Figure 4:
Location Utrecht

1870

1920

√

√

1970

2020

Figure 5: Utrecht in 1870, 1920, 1970 and√2020. Background maps adapted from Kadaster (2021)
Lines indicate where the current municipal borders (grey) and built-up area (red) are, compared
to each map. The location and size of the historic city centre is shown in brown.
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The big changes visible on these maps occur from 1970 onwards. The area used for urban
development experiences huge expansions from 1920 to 1970, and 1970 to 2020. Utrecht is
home to more than 360.000 people as of 2020, divided over 10 large neighbourhoods, or
districts: West, Noordwest, Overvecht, Noordoost, Oost, Binnenstad, Zuid, Zuidwest, Leidsche
Rijn and Vleuten-De Meern (Gemeente Utrecht, 2020). Figure 6 shows the districts, with table 2
below that providing additional information regarding area, population, and density
accordingly.

Figure 6: The 10 districts in Utrecht. Adapted from (Gemeente Utrecht, 2021)
Table 2: District characteristics with area in km2, nr. of inhabitants and density in
inhabitants/km2. Based on CBS (2021b)
Nr. District
Area
Inhabitants
Density
1
West
8,98
28,829
3,210
2
Noordwest
4,53
44,562
9,837
3
Overvecht
8,48
34,599
4,075
4
Noordoost
5,07
39,851
7,860
5
Oost
11,04
32,031
2,901
6
Binnenstad
2,71
19,206
7,087
7
Zuid
4,73
27,526
5,819
8
Zuidwest
5,55
39,537
7,124
9
Leidsche Rijn
11,26
44,678
3,968
10
Vleuten – De Meern
36,85
50,963
1,383
It is important to note that for this thesis, the districts serve as a basis for the research. However,
due to the nature of this research with the focus on accessibility, the 15-minute neighbourhood
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depends on the accessibility of individuals. The borders differ from the district borders, as
services can be closer by in another district depending on the location.
The location of Utrecht within the larger urban area of the Randstad is essential to understand
its extent of accessibility, as was discussed in 2.4. In figure 7 below, I show the Randstad with
the connections from Utrecht to other cities by train (red) and car (blue). The four large cities
are Amsterdam, The Hague, Rotterdam, and Utrecht. The smaller cities indicated are Haarlem,
Almere, Amersfoort, Leiden, and Dordrecht. Apart from these, there are many other, smaller
cities within the Randstad, and larger cities and urban areas outside, like Zwolle, ArnhemNijmegen and ‘s Hertogenbosch / Brabant.

Figure 7: The Randstad with major cities with rail- and highway connections in red and blue from
Utrecht. Adapted from Wikimedia (2007)
From all people that live in the municipality of Utrecht, 54.9% has a job outside of the
municipality, of which 12.9% is employed in one of the neighbouring municipalities. Outside
this area, most people commute to Amsterdam (10.1%), Amersfoort (3.5%), Hilversum (2.1%),
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The Hague (1.9%) and Rotterdam (1.6%). The remaining 22.7% is employed elsewhere. (CBS,
2017)

3.2. Research questions

The main research question in this thesis, is phrased as follows:
To what extent can enhanced accessibility through 15-minute neighbourhoods
contribute to higher liveability in Utrecht, The Netherlands?
The sub questions are listed below:
1. What are important services and destinations in a 15-minute, properly accessible
neighbourhood in Utrecht?
2. To what extent are 15-minute neighbourhoods present in the current urban structure
of Utrecht?
3. To what extent does the level of accessibility of important destinations predict the
experienced liveability in Utrecht?

3.3. Concepts

The definitions and operationalization of each concept and sub-concept are described first,
followed by the hypothesis for each research question. These are based on the theoretical
framework, definitions, and operationalization.
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3.3.1. Definitions and operationalization

Table 3: Definitions and operationalization
Concept
Sub concept Definition
Liveability
Compactness A compact city is a city where space is
The access a group
properly designed for and utilized by
of individuals have to
people, suggesting that planning for the
opportunities to
quality of life of people is inherent for a
improve their quality
compact city
of life in a location
Satisfaction
Satisfaction is a subjective concept to
over time.
measure or express the perceived liveability
for an individual

Accessibility
The possibilities
space, through
density, diversity and
proximity, and time,
within 15 minutes,
provide, for one or
more individuals to
reach locations, or
for locations to be
reached by one or
more individuals.

Operationalization
Four extents of accessibility and compactness: very low (05 accessible destinations), low (6-10 accessible
destinations), medium (11-15 accessible destinations) and
high (16-20 accessible destinations). A destination is
accessible within a 15-minute threshold (see proximity)
Accessibility satisfaction per destination: 7-step Likert
scale.
Accessibility satisfaction per sub-concept of accessibility:
score out 10

Density

The number of people, places, etc. in an
area, or the relative amount of area
covered.

Measured using QGIS and POI datasets, with specific
manually mapped data where POI data was not available.
The number of people or places, or service area coverage
in an area can be calculated.

Diversity

The number of different urban functions or
the number of different demographic
groups in an area (absolute number)

Measured using QGIS and POI datasets, with specific
manually mapped data where POI data was not available.
The number of different accessible destinations in a place
or area.

Proximity

The distance to services and often-visited
destinations, expressed in the space
(destination) - time (15 minutes) dimension
using place-based accessibility.

The service area based on a 15-minute threshold. Average
walking pace is 4 km/h, resulting in a 1km threshold
(Fitzpatrick et al., 2006)
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3.3.2. Hypotheses

The level of accessibility of important destinations is expected to predict the experienced
liveability, or satisfaction. Based on literature, I expect that areas with compact city
characteristics (large extent of accessibility) are experienced as more liveable. This means that
I expect that people that live in compact districts, score their neighbourhood higher and are
more satisfied with the density, diversity, and proximity. This also entails that accessibility
satisfaction and extent of accessibility are expected to be positively correlated.
Second, I hypothesize that the characteristics of inhabitants influence their perceived
liveability. Within this, I consider age, gender, home- and working situation, education, and
district. These variables enable me to control the regression. Lastly, I expect differences with
regards to vehicle use: People that have a car available or use one might experience the city
differently than people who do not.

3.4. Methods
3.4.1. Data collection

Two methods for data collection were used for this research: a survey amongst 296 citizens of
Utrecht, and POI data from OpenStreetMap and map-based observations.
3.4.1.1. Survey
The main data collection method of this research is the survey. It was conducted amongst 285
respondents in total, of which 269 indicated that they were living in Utrecht and were 18 years
or older. From these, five more responses were not considered because of a short completion
time (< 4 minutes), in addition to 14 responses that were not included in sufficient large groups
to enable analysis. This resulted in 250 valid responses for the analysis. Each respondent filled
out their demographic information, which is presented in table 4 on the next page.
To accomplish the distribution per group over the categories, various groups were joined or
deleted to achieve sufficient group sizes. For age, the groups 65-74 and 75+ were combined. At
gender, 4 responses that did not indicate gender or responded “other” were deleted because
of the small group size. For home situation, “living with parents” was joined with
“married/together, with children”, based on the household composition of that individual.
“others” were deleted. For working situation, all categories were combined other than
“working” and “studying/school” into the category “others”. For education, the only difference
made is between higher educated people and the others. High education here means
university or HBO (Hoger BeroepsOnderwijs: college / university of applied sciences). Means of
transport have been narrowed down to “car” or “no car”, for both availability and use for small,
inner-city trips.
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Table 4: Distribution of the sample and city population per demographic category and group
Category
Age

Group

Survey sample
City population
Absolute (N) Relative (%) Relative (%)

18-24
24
9,6%
12.1%
25-34
55
22,0%
21.9%
35-44
51
20,4%
14.4%
45-54
70
28,0%
12.2%
55-64
30
12,0%
9.2%
65+
20
8,0%
10.7%
Gender
Female
165
66,0%
50.9%
Male
85
34,0%
49.1%
Home situation1 Single
57
22,8%
51.0%
Married/together
79
31,6%
21.0%
Single, with children
10
4,0%
6.0%
Married/together, with
children
73
29,2%
21.0%
Shared house
31
12,4%
6.4%2
Working situation Working
179
71,6%
63.2%
Studying/school
32
12,8%
8.5%3
Others / NI
39
15,6%
28.3%
Education
Others / NI
55
22,0%
56.0%4
HBO / University
195
78,0%
44.0%4
District
West
15
6,0%
8,0%
Noordwest
38
15,2%
12,3%
Overvecht
19
7,6%
9,6%
Noordoost
34
13,6%
11,0%
Oost
18
7,2%
8,9%
Binnenstad
14
5,6%
5,3%
Zuid
25
10,0%
7,6%
Zuidwest
29
11,6%
10,9%
Leidsche Rijn
31
12,4%
12,4%
Vleuten - De Meern
27
10,8%
14,1%
Car availability
Has a car available
160
64,0%
67.0%5
Has no car available
90
36,0%
33.0%5
Car use
Uses a car
44
17,6%
N/A
Does not use a car
206
82,4%
N/A
Notes:
All data for city population is from Gemeente Utrecht (2022), unless mentioned below. NI is short
for ‘Not Indicated’
1
The city population percentage does not add up to 100%, due to other groups in this category
that are not included in the analysis.
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Based on the total number of households in 2017: 176,575 (Gemeente Utrecht, 2022), and the
total number of student households that consist of at least 2 students, or at least 1 student and
at least 1 other inhabitant in 2017: 11,370 (CBS, 2019)
3
Waterlander (2019)
4
Volksgezondheidsmonitor Utrecht (2020)
5
Utrecht Monitor (n.d.)
2

The survey distribution method was fully based on online means, due to COVID-19 measures it
was impossible to contact people on the streets. All networks that were used to distribute the
survey are listed in Appendix A. Various other organizations were contacted but without result.
It must be stated that, partly due to the fully online distribution, the surveyed sample is not
representative for the population of Utrecht as some groups tend to be underrepresented using
methods like these (Hoogendoorn & Daalmans, 2009). To compensate this, elderly networks in
Utrecht (KBO-Stad-Utrecht and COSBO-Stad-Utrecht, among others) were targeted specifically
for survey distribution, but in the end, this did not result in a representative sample.
Throughout the sampling process, several directed attempts have been made to balance the
division of people from certain demographics that were, up to that point, underrepresented.
This had an effect to some extent, but not sufficient to be representative for the population.
Based on this, the results of the survey and analyses from this are an indication for the
population of Utrecht, rather than representative.
The two largest segments of the survey consist of Likert scale questions where respondents are
asked to indicate the extent of importance and accessibility satisfaction of a set list of
important destinations. This list was based on earlier surveys and is presented in table 5 (CBS,
2021a; McNeil, 2011).
In addition to this, respondents were asked to indicate their extent of satisfaction with their
neighbourhood/district in general, and the density, diversity, and proximity of the listed
important destinations in their neighbourhood/district on a scale of 1 to 10. Questions
regarding their available means of transport are included too, as was an open question posed
before the listed questions where they could indicate important destinations according to
them, without being influenced by the list. Each respondent was asked to mention their district
and neighbourhood, and some demographic questions regarding age, gender, home situation,
working situation and education. The exact survey questions are included in appendix A.
Table 5: List of important destinations used for the survey
Category
Shops and catering,
hospitality industry

Culture and leisure

Destinations
Supermarket
Other stores
Take-away and fast-food
Pubs / bars / clubs
Restaurants
Cultural activities (museums, galleries, etc.)
Movie and shows (cinema, movie theatre, theatre, etc.)
Sports clubs and associations
Neighbourhood centre (community centre, library)
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Public space

Public transport

Education and childcare

Healthcare

Squares
Parks
Open space (natural area, outside built-up area)
Train station
Bus stop
High-quality public transport stop (tram, fast bus connection)
Kindergarten
Primary school
Secondary school
Higher education
General practitioner
Hospital / clinic
Pharmacy

The survey was tested for reliability using Cronbach’s Alpha for both Likert scale question
categories. An overview is provided in table 6 below. These destinations refer to the list of
important destinations presented above.
Table 6: Reliability of the Likert scale questions
Scales
How important are these destinations to
you?
How satisfied are you with the accessibility
of these destinations?

Type
5-step Likert scale

N of items Value
22
a = 0.756

7-step Likert scale
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a = 0.857

Both scales are acceptable or good, indicating reliability of the survey for the Likert-scale
questions.
3.4.1.2. GIS
Various sources of raw data were used for the spatial assessments through GIS. An overview:
1. Background and administrative data were retrieved from the Nationaal GeoRegister
and OpenStreetMap (NGR, 2021; OSM, 2021).
2. POIs were retrieved from OpenStreetMap (OSM, 2021).
3. Missing data (schools, parks, city centre) were retrieved using the websites from
overviews of the municipality of Utrecht, Google, - Maps, - Earth and Apple Maps. The
locations of needed POIs were provided through these searching and mapping services.

3.4.2. Data analysis

QGIS-LTR version 3.16.11-Hannover was used for all spatial analyses to derive the maps
presented in 4.2. from the raw POI and other spatial data. The plugin ‘ORS Tools - Isochrones
from Layer’ was used to determine service areas.
Microsoft Excel version 16.58 and IBM SPSS Statistics version 28.0.1.0 was used to analyse all
survey data and to perform statistical tests.
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Detailed descriptions of the methods and tools used in QGIS, Excel and SPSS are included in
appendix B.
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4

4.

Results

4.1. Important services and destinations

From earlier surveys conducted in The Netherlands and specifically Utrecht that aimed to
assess liveability, a list of destinations was put together for the survey. In addition, an open
question was posed at the beginning of the survey in which respondents could insert important
destinations without being influenced by the list. For the list of destinations, each respondent
was asked to score the extent of importance of each destination on a Likert scale from very
unimportant (1), unimportant (2), neutral (3), important (4) to very important (5). The averages
for each destination are included in table 7 below.
Table 7: Assessment of original list of destinations
Category
Shops and
catering,
hospitality
industry
Culture and
leisure

Public
space
Public
transport
Education
and
childcare
Healthcare

Destinations
Supermarket
Other stores
Take-away and fast-food
Pubs / bars / clubs
Restaurants
Cultural activities (museums, galleries, etc.)
Movie and shows (cinema, movie theatre, theatre, etc.)
Sports clubs and associations
Neighbourhood centre (community centre, library)
Squares
Parks
Open space (natural area, outside built-up area)
Train station
Bus stop
High-quality public transport stop (tram, fast bus connection)
Kindergarten
Primary school
Secondary school
Higher education
General practitioner
Hospital / clinic
Pharmacy

Scores / 5
4.5
3.9
2.7
3.2
3.7
3.5
3.8
3.8
3.1
3.1
4.4
4.5
4.2
3.9
2.9
2.5
2.4
2.7
2.3
4.2
3.6
4.0

All destinations that score lower than 3, are highlighted in bold italics. Considering the specific
lower scores for education, additional analyses were conducted using independent sample T
tests to identify any significant preference differences between population groups. I expect that
having children is related to the extent of importance of kindergartens and schools, and people
who are studying are likely to assess the importance of higher education locations higher.
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Table 8: T-tests to compare the average importance of educational destinations between groups
Children

Yes (N = 81)
Mean
SD
Primary school
3.89
1.275
Secondary school 3.91
1.075
Kindergarten
3.30
1.462
Studying /
Yes (N = 32)
school
Mean
SD
Higher education 4.09
1.228

No (N = 169)
Mean
SD
1.87
1.208
1.78
1.090
1.87
1.218
No (N = 218)
Mean
SD
2.56
1.281

df
248
248
248

t
-12.148
-14.587
-8.111

Two-sided p
< .001
< .001
< .001

df
248

t
-6.380

Two-sided p
< .001

It was found that there is a significant difference between people who have, and people who
do not have children with regards to the assessment of importance of primary- and secondary
schools, and kindergartens. It was also found that people who study or go to school assess
higher education destinations significantly more important.
From this, I can conclude that educational destinations are important to those of whom it can
be assumed use it on a (near-) daily basis. Hence, these categories will remain in the list of
assessed destinations further on in this research.
In addition to this, based on the layout of the public transport network in Utrecht where the
high-quality public transport network is mostly part of the regular bus network, (Gemeente
Utrecht, n.d.) , fast bus / tram stops are bundled into one category with regular bus stops.
The independent input of important destinations before the list was shown to people, resulted
in the identification of ‘city centre’ as important destination: 43/250 people experience the city
centre as an important destination. It can be assumed that people find this attractive because
of the large density and diversity of destinations that are bundled, proximate to each other,
here. The centre itself is most likely not the destination: It are its shops, restaurants, cafés,
services, and other destinations.
In short, from all initial destinations presented before the survey took place, only “take-away
and fast-food” have not been assessed as important. Educational destinations are important
to those who use it frequently and remain considered in the list. The average importance
remains the same for the sample. The city centre was added, based on indications from
respondents. From all 20 destinations, 6 scored on average 4 or higher (‘important’ or ‘very
important’: supermarket, parks, open space, train station, general practitioner, and pharmacy.
My data proves the statements from the theoretical background that Utrecht is monocentric,
as the city centre is an important destination to people.

4.2. Current presence of 15-minute neighbourhoods

Through GIS analysis, maps were created that show the extent of 15-minute neighbourhoods
based on a 15-minute threshold around the important destinations identified in 4.1. In this
section, first the densities and proximity of all destinations from table 7, are presented
separately. Density is expressed as the number of destinations within the built-up area.
Proximity is expressed as the service area coverage of the destinations for the built-up area and
the percentage of the population.
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Shops and catering / hospitality industry
Destination Locations and service area
Supermarket

Density (N)
86

Proximity
Built-up area:
72.3%
Population:
94.5%

Other stores

601

Built-up area:
75.0%
Population:
93.4%

Pubs, bars,
clubs

234

Built-up area:
67.7%
Population:
84.4%

Restaurants

427

Built-up area:
84.9%
Population:
97.3%
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4.2.1.2. Culture and leisure
Destination Locations and service area
Cultural
activities

Density (N)
23

Proximity
Built-up area:
37.9%
Population:
51.5%

Movies and
shows

29

Built-up area:
41.4%
Population:
64.9%

Sports clubs
and
associations

89

Built-up area:
75.4%
Population:
88.6%

Neighbourhood centre

56

Built-up area:
67.5%
Population:
87.6%
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4.2.1.3. Public space
In this category, the city centre is included as was derived from the assessment of important
destinations amongst inhabitants of Utrecht (4.1.1.).
Destination Locations and service area
Density (N)
Proximity
Squares
10
Built-up area:
29.1%
Population:
46.1%

Parks1

7571

Built-up area:
90.9%
Population:
98.8%

Open space2
See notes on
the next
page

N/A2

Built-up area:
25.6%
Population:
17.1%

City center2
See notes on
the next
page

N/A2

Built-up area:
13.6%
Population:
25,6%
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A different method was used to derive the points and service areas for ‘parks’. A detailed
description is included in appendix B
2
A different method was used to derive the point and service areas for ‘outside area’ and ‘city
centre’. A detailed description is included in appendix B
1

4.2.1.4. Public transport
Destination Locations and service area
Train station

Bus stop

33

Density (N)
8

Proximity
Built-up area:
25.1%
Population:
35.7%

639

Built-up area:
96.7%
Population:
100.0%

4.2.1.5. Education and childcare
Destination Locations and service area
Kindergarten

Density (N)
65

Proximity
Built-up area:
66.7%
Population:
81.1%

Primary
school

110

Built-up area:
78.0%
Population:
96.6%

Secondary
school

31

Built-up area:
48.4%
Population:
70.6

Higher
education

38

Built-up area:
32.1%
Population:
51.5%
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4.2.1.6. Healthcare
Destination Locations and service area
General
practitioner

Density (N)
52

Proximity
Built-up area:
66.4%
Population:
90.3%

Hospital

4

Built-up area:
9.6%
Population:
15.0%

Pharmacy

36

Built-up area:
66.0%
Population:
87.5%

4.2.2. Extent of accessibility

On the next page, all service area maps are combined to assess the extent of accessibility
throughout Utrecht. By combining all different destination groups, the diversity is presented in
the same map: the more different destinations can be accessed, the darker the map, the more
diverse the location. By extracting the density and proximity, and through combining this into
a diversity map, the extent of accessibility can be derived. This is done by separating it into four
groups.
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Figure 8: Diversity based on service area, overlayed for all 20 destinations.
First, I present the map showing all overlapping service areas. The gradient applied shows 0 (no
gradient) to 20 (black) destinations that can be accessed from that location within a 15-minute
walk. Four categories are introduced to assess the extent of accessibility: Very low (0-5), low (510), medium (10-15) and high (15-20). The resulting map is presented as figure 9 below.

0
5
10
Accessible destinations
Figure 9: 4-step accessibility assessment
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15

20

Large portions of the built-up area are highly- (21%) or mediumly (51%) accessible: 72% of all
built-up area is has at least a medium extent of accessibility, meaning more than 10 important
destinations within a 15-minute walk. Figure 10 below presents a graph showing the
proportions per district with regards to the extent of accessibility. The data was derived from
the GIS map presented in figure 9, where the 4 categories were overlayed with the
neighbourhoods to obtain the area per neighbourhood and total built-up area.
Extent of accessibility
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Figure 10: District area distribution by level of accessibility
To expand on this, table 9 on the next page provides an overview of the service area coverage
per district, per destination. It presents the extent of coverage in the same, four-step extent of
accessibility: very low (0-25%), low (26-50%), medium (51-75%) and high (76-100%). The colours
indicate the extent category; the percentage is included in the table to provide more detail.
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Binnenstad

West

Table 9: District area distribution by level of accessibility, per destination

83%

The presented data show the relative service areas over the total areas of a district. From this,
it can be derived what destination should be added if areas would be developed for housing,
in which neighbourhood. It does however not accurately show the extent of accessibility over
inhabitants. For instance, district West is for a large part an industrial area which can explain its
low relative service area coverage. Figure 11 below shows district population distribution by
level of accessibility. To derive this, CBS data on inhabitants with a resolution of 100x100m was
included in the 100x100m dataset on extent of accessibility. By doing so, the population density
is combined with the extents of accessibility. From here, I used Excel to calculate the number
of inhabitants that have good, medium, low, or very low extents of accessibility relative to the
total number of inhabitants per district.
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Figure 11: District population distribution by level of accessibility
It is indeed confirmed that district West now scores higher, which indicates that the land use is
influencing the extent of accessibility. Places where people live, tend to have a larger extent of
accessibility. Table 10 presents the same data but specified per destination like table 9 did too.
The same general trend can be identified: considering people instead of district area leads to a
higher coverage rate. From this, I conclude that the destinations are more focused around
people-based distribution rather than location, area-based. Measuring people-based
accessibility, in this case, leads to higher coverage ratios than place-based.
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Table 10: District population distribution by level of accessibility, per destination
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Figure 11 and table 10 enable me to provide the extent of accessibility in greater detail.
Throughout the entire built-up area of Utrecht, 93% of all inhabitants has a medium to large
extent of accessibility to important destinations. This means that people live in places where
they have greater access to important destinations, or that important destinations increase as
more people live there. Places with lower population density seem to have less destinations
within 15-minute walking access.
In the theoretical framework, I state that compactness through 15-minute neighbourhoods is
part of liveable cities (B. Appleyard et al., 2014; Moreno et al., 2021; Mouratidis, 2018; Rogatka &
Ribeiro, 2015; Speck, 2018). This entails that district Binnenstad is the most liveable area of the
city, and Vleuten – De Meern the least. Interestingly, the six districts directly adjacent to
Binnenstad seem to have higher extents of accessibility.
I already touched upon it briefly, but the methods used for analysis and the differentiation
between area and population is an interesting scope to consider people-based and placebased accessibility. In this case, people-based accessibility is considered by measuring the
relative amount of people that have access to destinations rather than the relative area. Based
on the places where people live, the second method of analysing the extent of accessibility
indeed considers people and their possibilities to reach destinations: accessibility. However,
people do not stay at a single place, their homes, during a day. Rather, they move throughout
the city or outside it for their jobs, school, visits, or anything, as I pointed out in the theoretical
framework. Considering this, the figures 8 and 9, especially 8, are more suited for a peoplebased analysis and are also coming from a people-based interpretation of accessibility data.
Coupling this to the population density (figure 11 and table 10), enabled me to assess the
people-based accessibility to some extent. Place-based accessibility was assessed in figure 10
and table 9. The findings hereof are that the people-based accessibility is better than placebased accessibility, considering a 15-minute walk to important destinations. Considering that
the urban development policies for Dutch cities, Utrecht with it, has been to develop compact
cities, I conclude that this planning strategy has successfully implemented compact
neighbourhood.
The numbers presented above describe the physical liveability characteristics: the
compactness aspect of liveability. 72% of the built-up area and 93% of the inhabitants Utrecht
has a medium- to large extent of compactness, based on destination accessibility. It is
uncertain how this compares to other urban areas, but it can be compared to the local context
of Utrecht. I concluded that the city centre is an important destination which confirmed the
theoretical framework (Schwanen et al., 2003, 2004). The findings presented here, confirm it
once more. The city centre is home to the highest concentration of destinations, which causes
the high extent of accessibility in the centre and its direct surroundings (figure 9). Only some
other areas have a high extent, around four subcentres. However, the more detailed view of
figure 8 shows us that there is no other place with higher extents of accessibility. This
phenomenon is confirmed when I visualise all destinations without consideration of service
area or unique functions in figure 12.
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Figure 12: Monocentric urban structure with high density of destinations in city centre.
With the presented data, it is not possible to provide a single rating for the extent of accessibility
per district. However, this data can provide us with the order that is presented here. The service
area coverage of the destination categories can be compared to the accessibility satisfaction.
These relations will be made in the next part.
To summarize, the extent of presence of 15-minute neighbourhoods in Utrecht is medium to
high, for 72% of the built-up area and 93% of the inhabitants. Binnenstad has the highest extent
of accessibility, and Vleuten – De Meern the lowest. In total, that means that 93% of inhabitants
have at least 50% of all important destinations within a 15-minute walk. Jane Jacobs would
have been satisfied.

4.3. Accessibility for liveability and satisfaction

For this part, average district scores for all districts, retrieved from the survey conducted in this
research and previous surveys, are compared to the assessment of satisfaction with regards to
density, diversity, and proximity.

4.3.1. District scores

Table 11 on the next page presents the average scores for each district together with the scores
for density, diversity and proximity satisfaction for each district, and the total built-up area of
Utrecht.
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Table 11: Average district scores, and density, diversity, and proximity satisfaction scores per
district
District
West
Noordwest
Overvecht
Noordoost
Oost
Binnenstad
Zuid
Zuidwest
Leidsche Rijn
Vleuten – De Meern
Utrecht

Score
8.1
7.7
6.9
8.3
7.9
8.1
8.0
7.7
8.0
8.0
7.9

Density
8.6
7.6
7.5
7.5
6.8
8.6
8.1
7.8
7.6
7.3
7.7

Diversity
8.3
7.5
7.1
7.5
6.8
8.4
8.1
7.8
7.5
7.3
7.6

Proximity
8.7
8.1
8.0
8.2
7.7
8.6
8.4
8.3
8.1
7.3
8.1

Through Pearson’s r, it was found that all the scores significantly correlate, see table 12.
Table 12: Pearson's correlation coefficient relating neighbourhood score and density-, diversityand proximity satisfaction score
Score
Score
Density
Diversity
Proximity
N = 250
*** p ≤ 0.001

.336***
.389***
.325***

Density
.336***
.709***
.751***

Diversity
.389***
709***

Proximity
.325***
.751***
.897***

.897***

The relations between neighbourhood score and extent of satisfaction with the general density,
diversity, and proximity for all destinations are significantly positive. The magnitude of the
correlations between neighbourhood score and the extent of satisfaction with density, diversity
and proximity are moderate, whereas strong correlations have been found between the extents
of satisfaction with density, diversity, and proximity (Cohen, 1988). From this, I can conclude
that density, diversity, and proximity positively and significantly increase together with the
others. Neighbourhood score follows the same trend but is weaker correlated. One explanation
for this might be that the density, diversity, and proximity are more abstract to the respondents
than the neighbourhood score. Another explanation can be that the question for
neighbourhood score was posed in a different section than density, diversity, and proximity.
The latter three were on the same page in the survey, which might influence the correlation
between the three. A third explanation could be that density, diversity, and proximity are all
part of accessibility, based on which I expected the three to be strongly correlated.
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4.3.2 Objective accessibility and satisfaction per district

The results from the second part of the survey are compared to the service area and population
coverage per destination and district. By doing so, I can assess whether the extent of district
area- and population coverage is related to the extent of satisfaction with accessibility.
The graphs below present the extent of service area coverage and population coverage per
district. The points show all individual destinations. Two colours are visible: Green and orange.
Green shows the extent of satisfaction related to the extent of area coverage, whereas orange
shows the extent satisfaction related to the extent of population coverage per destination. Next
to the graphs, the R2 and Pearson’s r are indicated for both relations.
Graphs 1-11: Graphs distributed over districts and total built-up area, relating the extent of
accessibility with accessibility satisfaction.
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There are very weak trends identified, and none is significant. However, for all districts and the
total built-up area of Utrecht there is an unanimous positive correlation between the extent of
satisfaction with accessibility and the service area coverage. The only correlation that is not
weak with Pearson’s r > 0.300 (Cohen, 1988), is between the extent of population coverage and
accessibility satisfaction in Vleuten – De Meern, both relations in Noordwest and area coverage
in Overvecht. All four show a positive trend, indicating a moderate positive correlation between
accessibility satisfaction and the population coverage of Noordwest and Vleuten – De Meern,
and area coverage of Noordwest and Overvecht. However, the R2 is low for all relations.
Although the trends are all positive, the R2 and correlation coefficient are low for all relations.
This could have various reasons.
First, the districts were assessed individually without considering the exact location where each
respondent lives. Considering the restrictions of this research, no more detailed analysis could
be conducted. This means that someone who lives near a district border might experience a
different extent of accessibility, for instance because that individual lives next to the city centre
with all its destinations. However, this person is assessed based on the same mean service area
coverage- and density as someone who lives at the very opposite end of the district. This relates
to the people- and place-based accessibilities that were explained in the theoretical
framework. By considering the districts, the results show the importance over the density per
district. This is place-based. People-based would consider the specific location of the individual
at a moment in time, which can be placed in the maps presented in figures 8 and 9. In the results
presented here, the location is an individual’s home, and the area is the district.
Second, the extent of accessibility is higher when considering the relative number of
inhabitants rather than the relative area of a district. However, most relations between
accessibility satisfaction and population density are weaker than the relations between
accessibility satisfaction and relative area coverage. This contradiction might be explained
because of the time paths people take during the day. The same phenomenon described above
might explain this because people are not always at home. They travel through the area, hence
the relative area coverage could explain this minor difference. Considering population density
is based on their home location, not on their daily routine. It can be concluded that the actual
accessibility per district is very weakly correlated to the satisfaction with accessibility in that
district.
A second way of analysing this data, is by considering the destinations rather than the districts.
Therefore, I used the same dataset to elaborate on all destinations instead of the districts to
assess any significant relationships. I expect most relationships to be positive: the larger the
extent of accessibility, the higher the extent of satisfaction with that accessibility. If this
relationship is very irrelevant, or if it is negative, the extent of accessibility does not correlate
with the accessibility satisfaction because a true negative correlation would be very unlikely.
The reason behind this is that these destinations are considered important by the population
sample; a negative correlation would mean that the sample is generally more satisfied with the
accessibility once it is further away. This is not logical and will therefore be assumed that there
is no correlation between the two.
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Graphs 12-32: 20 graphs distributed over destinations, relating the extent of accessibility with
accessibility satisfaction.
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Note: * p ≤ 0.05
Most correlations between extents of accessibility and accessibility satisfaction are as
expected: positive. There are some exceptions: restaurants, sport clubs and associations,
neighbourhood centre, parks, primary school, higher education, general practitioner, and
pharmacy. From these destinations, the correlations between the extent accessibility of
restaurants and the satisfaction with that accessibility are contradicting. The extent of
accessibility based on relative area of the district is barely negatively correlated with the
satisfaction, whilst the same for the relative population is positively correlated.
Sport clubs and associations, neighbourhood centres, parks, primary schools, higher
education, general practitioners, and pharmacy all show negative trends. This means that there
is, based on 15-minute walkable accessibility, no relation between the extent of accessibility
and the satisfaction with that accessibility. In other words, the accessibility of these
destinations is not essential to have within a 15-minute walk. This surprises me, especially for
primary schools. I assume that the deviation I discovered earlier plays a role here too. Primary
schools are significantly more important to people that have children, whereas the data
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presented above considers all individuals from the sample. People that do not have children
might bother less about the accessibility of primary schools and are therefore less satisfied
because they simply care less.
Another explanation could be the high coverage ratio: 97% of the inhabitants of Utrecht can
access a primary school. Therefore, the correlation is examined over only a small variation in
extent of accessibility. The same phenomenon occurs for parks: 99% of people has access to a
park entrance within a 15-minute walk. In fact, for all trends that occur where more than 80%
of the population or district area has access to a destination within 15 minutes, the trend lines
are more extreme and tend to differ more from the other trendline. In other words, for an overall
high relative coverage for either, the correlations are difficult to determine. However, the high
extents of relative coverage do mean that there is a high extent of compactness for all those
destinations. This is especially evident for bus stops: 100% of the inhabitants of all districts and
Utrecht as a whole, are within a 15-minute walk from a bus stop. Hence, it is impossible to
assess whether people are less satisfied when they need to walk further. No other destination
shows a ratio this high, but it illustrates the challenge in assessing correlations for destinations
with a high coverage ratio.
There is one special case that I want to highlight: open space. Only 25% of the built-up area of
Utrecht is within 15 minutes walking from open space, with only 17% of people having 15minute walking access. Despite this, it is regarded as one of the most important destinations,
as I presented in table 7. On top of that, the R2 of both is high, with a significant, moderate
positive trend based on the correlation coefficient (Cohen, 1988). Considering the low extent of
coverage but the high score in importance, these trends confirm the importance of this
destination to the sample. Supermarkets, the other most important destination, shows the
same pattern but for a high coverage rate. Train stations, also considered important
destinations, also show this pattern. This might be explained by the frequency or nature of visit
to either of these places. For open space, it is likely that one is planning to go there for
recreational purposes like a hike. With regards to supermarkets, people are more likely use
other means of transport than motorized personal vehicles when traveling to supermarkets in
a compact area (Jiao et al., 2011). People that use public transport, especially trains, are more
likely to walk to a station (Sarker et al., 2019). The other three most important destinations,
those with a score of 4 or higher in table 7, parks, general practitioners, and pharmacies, do not.
For parks, this can be explained based on the extremely high coverage ratio for both the
percentage of inhabitants (99%) and built-up area coverage (91%). For general practitioners
and pharmacies, I assume that people are more likely to travel here with other means than a
15-minute walk. Especially for the general practitioner, it seems likely that people might use
different means of transport because of underlying health reasons.
To summarize, I state that the satisfaction with accessibility does not, or very slightly, correlate
with the extent of accessibility based on relative area or population coverage. Some exceptions
can be identified, like open space, train stations and supermarkets: destinations where it can
be expected that people are more likely to travel there by foot. Interestingly, these destinations
are also considered the most important. I conclude by stating that the negative and very weak
positive relationships are an indication that not all, if not most of these destinations are not
considered essential within a 15-minute walk because of the lack of correlation between
accessibility satisfaction and extent of accessibility. Rather, people seem to use different means
of transport or travel further or shorter than 15 minutes.
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4.3.3. Importance and accessibility satisfaction

I ended the last part with the finding that some of the more important destinations (train
stations, supermarkets, and open space) show positive trend with regards to the extent of
accessibility and satisfaction with that accessibility, which was backed by earlier research on
the likelihood of people to walk there. To assess this relationship, I combined the importance
and accessibility satisfaction to find a correlation. Graph 33 presents this. A positive trend can
be identified: Pearson’s r was calculated to be significantly and strongly correlated (r = 0.823; p
< 0.001) (Cohen, 1988). This means that the more important the destination, the more satisfied
people are with the accessibility.
Graph 32: Destination importance and accessibility satisfaction
R2 = .678
r = .823
p < 0.001
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Combine this with the earlier findings, and they confirm each other. People seem to be more
willing to travel further to important destinations, which explains the positive, significant, and
strong correlation between the importance and satisfaction with accessibility of the
destinations. On top of this, the high extent of accessibility satisfaction that was found in this
graph and all earlier graphs enables me to conclude that the sample is generally little satisfied
to very satisfied with the accessibility of important destinations. As opposed to the weak and
sometimes insignificant correlations when considering the individual destinations, the
correlation between average destination importance and accessibility satisfaction is
significantly and very strongly positively correlated. It would therefore be interesting to assess
the correlations between destination importance and accessibility satisfaction, wherefore I
calculated Pearson’s correlation coefficient and significance. The results are summarized in
table 13 on the next page.
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Table 13: Pearson's correlation coefficient for the importance and accessibility satisfaction of all
destinations
Relation between importance and satisfaction
Pearson’s r
Supermarket
.035 a
Other stores
.104 a
Pubs / bars / clubs
.193 a **
Restaurants
.128 a *
Cultural activities (museums, galleries, etc.)
.150 a *
Movie and shows (cinema, movie theatre, theatre, etc.)
.180 a **
Sports clubs and associations
.258 a ***
Neighbourhood centre (community centre, library)
.337 b ***
Squares
.270 a ***
Parks
.260 a ***
Open space (natural area, outside built-up area)
.107 a
Train station
.267 a ***
Bus stop
.068 a
Kindergarten
.522 c ***
Primary school
.533 c ***
Secondary school
.317 b ***
Higher education
.289 a ***
General practitioner
.387 b ***
Hospital / clinic
.162 a *
Pharmacy
.305 b ***
a
Notes: N = 250
weakly correlated (0 < r < 0.300)
b
* p ≤ 0.05
moderately correlated (0.300 < r < 0.500)
c
** p ≤ 0.01
strongly correlated (r > 0.500)
*** p ≤ 0.001
Correlation strength based on Cohen (1988)
From this table and the graph above, it can be concluded that the correlation between the
importance and accessibility satisfaction of each destination is positive. Most individual
correlations are significant, only supermarket, other stores, open space, and bus stop are not.
However, considering the individual correlations, only kindergarten and primary school are
strongly, positively correlated. Neighbourhood centre, secondary school, general practitioner,
and pharmacy are moderately positively correlated, and the remaining destinations are weakly
correlated.
Altogether, the extent of accessibility is a weak predictor for the perceived liveability based on
the method used in this research. There seems to be a coherent, positive trend between
accessibility and satisfaction, but this trend is weak. Rather, people seem to be more willing to
travel further to important destinations; travel time matters less when the destination is more
important.
Liveability is determined for a very small extent by accessibility. Rather, it is likely to depend on
various other factors that will be assessed in the next part. There, demographic differences will
be assessed to determine whether liveability can be explained by those factors in addition to
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the districts. Together with the results presented before, conclusions can be drawn on the
extent of liveability that is explained by factors considered in this research.

4.4. Demographic differences

Demographical and spatial differences will be analysed to assess whether there are specific
problems or success stories for various groups. The different groups will be defined using the
demographic information from the survey, where people were asked for their age, gender,
living situation, education and working situation. Also, people were asked for their available
means of transport. In addition to this, the districts will be compared to each other to assess
any significant relations. Based on previous results, these are expected to be low. Simple linear
regression has been used to assess any relations between the demographical differences and
the neighbourhood scores, and extents of satisfaction with density, diversity, and proximity.
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Table 14: Demographic regression analyses
Category
Age

Group

18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54a
55-64
65+
Gender
Malea
Female
Home situation Single
Togethera
Single with children
Together with children
Shared
Working
Workinga
situation
Studying / school
Others
Education
Lower educateda
Higher educated
District
West
Noordwest
Overvechta
Noordoost
Oost
Binnenstad
Zuid
Zuidwest

Neighbourhood score
B
Std. Error
-.674
.451
-.650 *
.264
-.189
.227

Density satisfaction
B
Std. Error
.304
.601
.694
*
.351
.201
.302

Diversity satisfaction
B
Std. Error
.451
.666
.815
*
.389
.420
.335

Proximity satisfaction
B
Std. Error
.450
.522
.306
.305
.275
.262

-.108
.042

.283
.394

.937
.482

.376
.525

.747
.336

.417
.582

.419
-.325

.327
.456

.202
-.026

.161
.220

.358
-.197

.215
.293

.525
.148

.238
.325

.319
-.107

.186
.254

-.028
-.168
.037

.416
.231
.302

.730
.558
-.296

.553
.308
.402

.846
.596
-.185

.614
.341
.446

.437
.044
-.903

.481
.267
.349

-.258
-.192

.340
.285

.385
.073

.452
.380

.366
.165

.501
.421

-.070
.215

.393
.330

.347
1.322
1.082

**
**

.192
.405
.330

.512
1.124
.058

.256
.538
.440

.444
1.207
.345

*

.284
.597
.488

.327
.758
-.006

.222
.468
.382

1.716
1.425
1.515
1.433
1.038

***
***
***
***
***

.342
.388
.414
.361
.344

-.087
-.493
1.285
.513
.105

.455
.516
.551
.480
.457

.177
.072
1.551
.951
.638

*

.505
.572
.611
.532
.507

.302
-.018
.704
.533
.279

.395
.448
.478
.417
.397
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*

*
*

*

*

**

Car available
Car use

Leidsche Rijn
Vleuten – De Meern
Has a car available
Has no car availablea
Uses a car
Does not use a cara

Constant
Adjusted R2
Notes: N = 250
a
reference category
* p ≤ 0.05
** p ≤ 0.01
*** p ≤ 0.001

1.335
.947
.180

***
**

.348
.363
.199

-.219
-.638
.433

.463
.483
.265

.043
-.135
.801

.514
.536
.294

-.162
-.933
.510

.219

.226

.219

.300

.004

.333

-.156

.261

6.515
.109

.402

6.110
.099

.534

5.227
.079

.593

7.155
.097

.464

**

*
*

.403
.419
.231

The table was assessed for multicollinearity, for which it was found that it is not a concern (the highest VIF and lowest tolerance was found for the
group aged 18-24, with tolerance = 2.298 and VIF= 3.315). See appendix D for tolerance and VIF for each variable.
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The main conclusion that can be drawn from this table is the significant differences between
the districts with regards to neighbourhood score, which are all significant, quite large and
controlled for all variables. The results tell us that these differences can be explained by these
variables for 10.9%, which is quite low. However, the low score, with a margin, for Overvecht is
in compliance with a representative dataset on liveability in Utrecht (Gemeente Utrecht, 2019).
This means that apart from all variables included in this dataset, approximately 90% of the
experienced liveability is explained by things that were not measured in this thesis. The same
accounts for density, diversity, and proximity, where the variables account for 9,9%, 7,9% and
9,7% of the observed variance. In the discussion I will discuss these findings more in-depth.

4.4.1. Socio-economic variables

There are no large differences between population groups. From this I conclude that
experienced liveability cannot be explained purely by spatial factors, which complies with the
earlier findings. The only group that differs significantly from others within its category, are
people aged 25-34. Age, gender, home situation, working situation and education are, with
some minor exceptions, no predictor for the experienced liveability. Some small trends can be
identified regardless of this, controlled for all variables.
Two trends come to eye when looking at all four models: Females score consistently higher
than men, and higher educated people score consistently higher than people with lower
education. In addition to this, people with children are more satisfied with the density, diversity,
and proximity than people who do not have children.
Significant relations were found on some places. First, the group ages 25-34 shows three
significant relationships: they score their neighbourhoods lower than all others, apart from the
younger 18-24 group. With regards to density, diversity, and proximity, they are more satisfied
with density than all others apart from the 55-64 group and are most satisfied with diversity.
Second, density shows the most significant relationships of all models: people aged 25-34, 5564 and people with higher educations are more significantly more satisfied with density. The
last significant relations are that females are more satisfied with diversity, and people who live
in a shared house are less satisfied with proximity.

4.4.2. Car availability and use

Another interesting finding presented in table 12, is with regards to car availability. Controlled
for all other variables, people that have a car available are significantly more satisfied with the
diversity and proximity of destinations. A possible explanation for this could be that the
availability of a car increases the number of possibilities one must access various destinations.
However, if I compare that to car users, the difference in diversity satisfaction is almost
neglectable and with regards to proximity, car users are less satisfied. Both are not significant,
but they question whether the use of a car does increase satisfaction with diversity and
proximity. The idea of having a car available increases the diversity and proximity satisfaction,
rather than the use.
I conclude that car availability positively influences the perception of liveability based on these
four measures. Controlled for all variables, diversity and proximity satisfaction is significantly
higher, and through T-tests it was found that all four scores are significantly lower for people
without cars available, than people who have (score: t(248) = -2.326, p = .021; density t(248) = 2.036, p = .043; diversity t(248) = -2.853, p = .005; proximity t(248) = -2.215, p = .028). The same
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cannot be stated about car use. The findings are far from significant, and the differences in
mean are smaller than for car availability. Through this method, car use does not seem to
significantly influence the neighbourhood score, nor the satisfaction with density, diversity, or
proximity.
The fact that the availability of a car contributes to one’s diversity and proximity satisfaction
could be explained by a factor of accessibility that was not considered in this research: higher
accessibility due to speed. Measuring accessibility by car would increase the service area,
maybe to outside the neighbourhood of an individual. With a car, diversity increases because
more different destinations might be accessed in the same time as people without cars might
could. Proximity increases because further travels require less time with a car than without.
Destinations further away suddenly fall within a 15-minute trip. From this, I can conclude that
speed, in addition to proximity, contributes to proximity and diversity satisfaction. This is not
strange, a larger area becomes accessible when considering a higher maximum speed. I
described the trend that planning is shifting from mobility- and car-oriented planning towards
accessibility, proximity planning (Miller, 2005; Weber, 2003). The idea of having a car available
increases the proximity and diversity satisfaction.

4.5. Summary

Liveability is explained to a low extent by accessibility characteristics, or the demographic
variables included in this research. The overall neighbourhood scores per district are very
limitedly correlated to the extent of accessibility or demographic factors. In addition to this, the
satisfaction with accessibility is not or very weakly correlated to the extent of accessibility. A
positive, significant, and strong trend was identified between the importance and accessibility
satisfaction of destinations. Together with the other findings, this indicates that people are
more willing to travel further for more important destinations.
Liveability consists of two aspects: compactness, or objective liveability, through accessibility,
and perceived liveability through satisfaction. I theorized that the urban structure of Utrecht
and its surrounding urban areas, is largely responsible for the movements of individuals
through the city, and with that the experienced accessibility. Based on this, it is not so strange
that the relationship between the number of accessible destinations and the perceived
liveability is weak. People are not reliant on Utrecht for their daily lives, the time-path of them
therefore goes beyond the borders of this research. That statement is backed by the findings
that I presented.
The urban structure of Utrecht supports a car-scarce daily time-path, if an individual does not
travel outside of Utrecht. However, the findings show that people who have a car available, are
more satisfied with the diversity and proximity, controlled for all variables. This might relate to
the large number of people that leave Utrecht for their work by car: in 2015 more than 60%
(MON/OViN & KiM, 2015). In addition to this, satisfaction is the measure that assessed perceived
liveability through the survey. I stated that this can vary strongly on individual level, regardless
of the information I gathered of individuals through my survey (D’Acci, 2014; Okulicz-Kozaryn,
2013; Senlier et al., 2009). The findings support this statement.
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5

5.

Conclusion

This report started by identifying a problem and introducing the main research question: To
what extent can enhanced accessibility through 15-minute neighbourhoods contribute to higher
liveability in Utrecht, The Netherlands? In this part, I am going to summarize the findings to
provide concise answers on the three sub-questions to finally answer the main question.
First, I have identified the important destinations that should be considered for compact
neighbourhoods. 20 destinations were listed, of which six were assessed to be ‘important’ or
‘very important’: supermarkets, parks, open space, train stations, general practitioners, and
pharmacies. From the original list of 22 destinations, only one did not make it to the final list:
fast-food and take-away. Outside of the list, 43 respondents indicated that the city centre is an
important destination.
Second, I used the list of 20 destinations to identify the presence of 15-minute neighbourhoods.
I split this up into two categories: relative area, and relative population. 72% of the total builtup area has a high- or medium extent of accessibility to important destinations, this is 93% of
all inhabitants. That means that from 72% of the built-up area and for 93% of all inhabitants, at
least 11 important destinations are within a 15-minute walk. From 31% of the built-up area and
for 40% of the population, at least 16 important destinations are accessible within a 15-minute
walk, meaning a high extent of accessibility. 15-minute neighbourhoods are highly present for
40% of the population, moderately present for 53% of the population and less than that for 7%
of the population.
Third, the physical accessibility data was coupled to the survey output to assess relationships
between it and the extent of satisfaction with accessibility and neighbourhood scores. I found
that the satisfaction with accessibility does not or only slightly correlate with the extent of
accessibility, both separated spatially per district, and categorically per destination. It was
found that the extent of importance correlates positively with the extent of satisfaction with
accessibility of that location. In combination with the other findings, it can be concluded that
people are more willing to travel further to a destination that is more important to them. Linear
regression analysis was used to control for all variables, for which it was found that only for
districts, large and significant differences were found with regards to neighbourhood score. For
the three other models, there were almost no significant relationships found. However, having
a car available increases the extent of satisfaction with proximity and diversity of destinations.
For all models, a maximum of 10% of the variation can be explained with the variables assessed
in this research. Therefore, I conclude that the level of accessibility predicts the experienced
liveability only to a low extent.
In short, 21 important destinations were identified, for which the extent of accessibility was
assessed to determine the presence of 15-minute neighbourhood. These are moderately- to
largely present to 93% of the inhabitants and 72% of the total built-up area. The accessibility
following from this is only weakly related to experienced liveability, but the relationships are all
positive. So, to answer the main question: enhanced accessibility through 15-minute
neighbourhoods does only slightly contribute to higher liveability in Utrecht.
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6.

Discussion

I will discuss the conclusions according to the structure that I used in the results and conclusion
chapter. That means that I start with the important destinations, then continue to the presence
of 15-minute neighbourhoods, and finish with the relationship between accessibility and
liveability. Finally, I will mention some limitations to my research.
The extent of 15-minute, walkable accessibility is a weak predictor for liveability in Utrecht. I
theorized that walkability explains why compactness is essential to liveability (D. Appleyard et
al., 1981; Mouratidis, 2018; Speck, 2018). However, in this specific case, either the range of 15
minutes is insufficient to explain this relationship, or walkability should not be considered in
this case. I found that cars are still an important part of a large part of the population’s daily
mobility, which influences their time path. Moreover, Dutch cities are invested by bicycles. Both
means of transport have not been included in this research. More on this in 6.3.3.
In the parts below, I address these discussion points according to the structure of the results.
After that, I mention the limitations of this research.

6.1. Important destinations

This research question was quite straightforward. However, after I conducted the research, a
new research presented more, other important (Kamruzzaman, 2022). This list was based on
Australian data for 20-minute cities, whereas the list I used was derived from Dutch datasets, in
addition to other resources. Including other destinations might be an interesting suggestion for
future research, but more on that in chapter 7.
In the results, I mentioned that I asked individuals for important destinations before I
introduced the list to them. From this, the city centre was derived as important destination, but
there were multiple other inputs that were not carried broadly enough amongst respondents.
An overview of these is included in Appendix C. 10 respondents indicated that a highway
entrance is of high importance to them, and 9 wrote their employer down. It is interesting to
note that, apart from the listed destinations, a highway entrance is experienced more
important than family or friends (8), playgrounds (4) or (connection to) bicycle paths (3). This
confirms the findings I presented with regards to car accessibility and complements the high
car usage that takes place in Utrecht and the Randstad, as was mentioned in various places
throughout the report. Further research will be required to make any hard statements with
regards to this hypothesis, more on that in chapter 7.
The list was quite accurate, as from all the destinations only ‘take-away and fast-food’ has been
eliminated. All other destinations were considered important enough to include in the analysis,
with the added destination ‘city centre’ based on the input of the open question. I pointed out
earlier that it is likely that inhabitants of Utrecht experience the city centre as an important
destination. Keeping the theory in mind, areas that are dense, diverse and have destinations in
close proximity are compact areas. The city centre is such an area, as can be seen in figure 13.
Briefly summarized, the determination of important destinations in this research was thorough
and complete.
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6.2. Presence of 15-minute neighbourhoods

Accessibility is twofold: people-based and place-based. The results presented in figures 7 and
8 provide a map in which time-paths could be placed for individual assessments of peoplebased accessibility. However, in this research they were used for the objective assessment of
accessibility within the districts and built-up area of Utrecht. From the beginning, the method
was used for place-based determination of accessibility, with people-based accessibility
mentioned to stress the importance of compactness. The people-based maps indeed provide
a compact accessibility overview, but the final conclusions and analysis are place-based: other
definitions for place-based are proximity- or accessibility-based (Deboosere et al., 2018; Weber,
2003). In short: the findings that I present here, find their roots in a people-based accessibility
analysis approach. It has then been applied according to place-based accessibility approaches,
where conclusions are drawn with regards to the extents of accessibility and according physical
liveability through compactness.
An essential element of people-based accessibility is the time-path, the space-time dimension
(Geurs & van Wee, 2004; Hägerstrand, 1970; Miller, 2005; Schwanen et al., 2008; Sui, 2012; Weber,
2003). In this research, I started with this philosophy. The time dimension was added to the
destinations to derive 15-minute walking service areas for each destination. However, by doing
so, the time dimension became part of the space. Space, through accessibility and service
areas, is an expression of locations over time. In this space, an individual travels his path.
I asked people in the survey for the locations of their homes on neighbourhood level and
assessed all liveability aspect from here onwards. This switched the space-time, people-based
maps into the place-based assessment I have conducted. It would be interesting to apply time
paths in the spatial analysis, which would demand a different method than I used. More on this
in chapter 7.

6.3. Accessibility for subjective liveability

Liveability is a concept that is difficult to grasp and define (B. Appleyard et al., 2014; Balsas,
2004; Chazal, 2010; Geurs & van Wee, 2004). The fact that a weak relationship has been found
can contribute to the theoretical understanding of liveability.

6.3.1. Relating subjective and objective

Subjective and objective liveability are very weakly related. One reason for this is that the
perceived liveability would be part of people-based accessibility: The path an individual takes
over time and the extent of possibilities this offers to access opportunities theoretically
determines perceived liveability (Fishman, 1990). A qualitative approach in which specific timepaths are assessed could contribute to further assess the relationship between accessibility
and liveability by detailing the extents of accessibility and opportunities one has for improving
their quality of life over time: liveability. More on this in the recommendations.
In addition to this, the perceived liveability differs per individual. In contrast to objective
liveability, perceived liveability has much more to it than only accessibility characteristics of an
individual’s direct surroundings. Liveability considers quality of life, something that is highly
dependent on the state of an individual (Okulicz-Kozaryn, 2013). The survey questions did not
consider this enough, resulting in possible variations of individually perceived liveability. This
could be one of the reasons why satisfaction and neighbourhood scores are lower than the
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objective liveability would indicate. In combination with the beforementioned, the relation
between objective- and subjective liveability could be assessed further in future research.

6.3.2. Socio-economic variables

In this part I will discuss more in-depth what the socio-economic variables from this research
can learn us, and what might cause the low adjusted R2 that was found for all four models. It
seems that relating perceived liveability is more complex than only the variables in this
research. I did not include socio-economic variables which seem relevant in understanding
liveability (Ahmed et al., 2019; Balsas, 2004; Diener & Suh, 2003; Kristof, 2006; Paul & Sen, 2020).
Below, I describe some examples of such variables that might contribute to the experienced
liveability of an individual or, more relevant in this case, group of individuals
On average, “poor” people are less happy and wealthy nations are happier (Diener & Suh, 2003).
Based on the findings presented in this book, there are plenty explanations on how money,
income accordingly, influences the subjective well-being, and thus experienced liveability.
However, the broad umbrella that is “money”, “income” or “wealth”, is not easy to grasp, let
alone to assess it to determine the perceived liveability.
Health might also be an important indicator that was not assessed in this research. Someone
in a wheelchair might be unable to access the destinations that I considered, maybe not within
15 minutes, or maybe not at all. This could explain some of the difference. On top of that, there
is mental health: a depression, stress, or any other condition could influence the perceived
liveability of an individual.
People tend to find social contacts within groups of their ethnicity, or origin (Kristof, 2006).
Hence, ethnicity and origin are influencing access an individual, or a group, has to
opportunities that improve their quality of life. Ethnic groups might stick together and form a
“bubble” in a certain area, hence excluding people from other origins and making them
experience their neighbourhood as less liveable, for instance when considering Overvecht. That
district does not stand out when looking purely at objective accessibility, both based on the
relative area and relative population that fall within 15-minute service areas. However,
considering ethnicity, 60,37% of the population is not a native to The Netherlands. Compared
to the entire city, where 36,42% is not native to The Netherlands, this might help explain the
difference in perceived liveability for that district. Without doubt there are more factors that
play an essential role here, but it does illustrate the point.
In short, liveability is hardly graspable as a singular concept (Balsas, 2004), and, as it expectedly
turned out, even harder to measure. However, the measures I introduced in this research do
help to explain certain variances in it to a small extent, mainly with regards to the district.

6.3.3. Mode of transport

I discussed the relation between the availability of a car and the satisfaction with diversity and
proximity in the results. I concluded that a larger speed realized through driving a car, results in
more accessibility possibilities, with attached to that a larger variety of destinations that can be
accessed: larger diversity. Moreover, the travel time to some other destinations decreases if
speed increases, resulting in more destinations within higher proximity. However, I do have
something to note here. From the regression table, this is the conclusion that I can draw but in
real life, this might be very different. Cars need another network than pedestrians, probably one
that is less extensive. This results in deviations, adding more time to a journey. On top of this, a
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car must be picked up and parked before one can access a destination. Considering that most
people will have their car near their homes, the parking at the destination is the most timeconsuming activity of the two. Combined with the different network, however, this can result in
relatively longer travel times due to inefficient routes, - begin, and - ending points. To illustrate:
I used my QGIS network dataset for a quick calculation. By filtering out the network parts that
cannot be used by pedestrians, I calculated that the remaining walkable network consists of
22,308 different features with a total length of 1,946,857.1 km. Next, by selecting all parts of the
network that have a speed limit, I calculated the driveable network. It consists of 10,304 features
with a total length of 1,180,611,7 km. Cars only have 46,2% of network features, compared to
pedestrians, and 60,7% of the length.
From the results and this finding, I was curious what would happen if bicycles were added into
the regression. I used the same variables and groups as earlier but included the availability of a
bicycle and the use of a bicycle. Interestingly, it was found that having a bicycle available (N =
239) significantly relates to a higher neighbourhood score (adj. R2 = .120, B = .865, SE = .404, p =
.033) and density satisfaction (adj. R2 = .120, B = 1.249, SE = .536, p = .021), but not to higher
diversity and proximity satisfaction. The number of accessible destinations increases in a closer
proximity when cycling: a similar network can be used for cyclists as for pedestrians and you
do not lose as much time with getting to- and from your vehicle. However, it is limited to a
compacter area than cars, as the speed is lower. Therefore, it makes sense that people who
have a bike available score their neighbourhoods higher, as they can access more within their
neighbourhood, and are more satisfied with the density, as they do not encounter the
limitations a car has on the shorter distance.

6.3.4. Other variables

In the survey, I enabled respondents to write down the reason behind their neighbourhood
score. From all 250 respondents, 20 scored their neighbourhood a 6 or lower. Of those 20
respondents, 12 indicated that they do not always feel safe or that there is extensive nuisance,
or similar. Any other reason was only mentioned a maximum of two times.
From this, I learn that nuisance and feeling safe are two essential aspects of a high perceived
liveability for the individuals that took my survey. This is confirmed by literature: safety is
positively related to perceived liveability, whereas nuisance is so negatively (Adriaanse, 2008;
Bennetts et al., 2017; Speck, 2018).
I also assessed the reasons why people scored their neighbourhoods very high: a 9 or 10. 67
respondents did so, for whom most of the reasons behind this were that it is close to the city
centre (21), they are satisfied with services (24), or they are satisfied with the accessibility or
amount of green (space) in or close to their neighbourhood (17). The “city-centrephenomenon” I have encountered earlier: it is considered an important destination and on top
of that, these findings suggest that it might influence the perceived liveability too. This confirms
the monocentric layout of Utrecht once more, as inhabitants experience this too. Green space
was assessed as one of the most important destinations, considering the scores of ‘parks’ and
‘open space’. This is confirmed by this finding. Lastly, the overall satisfaction with services is
consistent with the hypothesis of this thesis: destinations, amongst them are services, are
important for liveability. However, as I pointed out various times, it is only a small part of it.
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6.4. Limitations

I start this part with the major limitation that was encountered during the analysis of data.
Looking back on the theoretical framework, I described the twofold explanation of liveability:
objective, through compactness, and subjective, through satisfaction. Compactness has been
assessed thoroughly in this thesis with regards to accessibility of destinations. However, by
using this method, other compact city characteristics like urban form, population diversity and
multimodality of transport have not been assessed. I focused on walkability only, as I identified
it as an essential part of the reasoning behind compactness as concept of liveability.
The methodology used to identify general and accessibility satisfaction resulted in a low extent
of explanatory value. Social characteristics do not seem to influence perceived liveability in the
surveyed sample to a large extent. However, the differences in scoring per district are
significant. Based on this, I suspect that other compact city characteristics might be of larger
influence on perceived liveability than the extent of accessibility of important destinations. This
is confirmed by the findings.
A methodological limitation in this research, is the survey distribution method. The survey was
opened for respondents during a time where lockdown measures were implemented in The
Netherlands. That made it not feasible to distribute the survey through other means than
online. By asking for demographical information, I tried to assess this and keep track of the
proportions during the period the survey was open for response. However, elderly, for instance,
of people that have less easy access to internet tend to be underrepresented (Hoogendoorn &
Daalmans, 2009). Moreover, part of the distribution method was through using my own direct
and indirect network within Utrecht. This might have resulted in the high percentage of highereducated respondents and the low percentage of elderly. As I mentioned in the methods, I have
tried to reach elderly specifically by contacting organizations and networks, but this effect was
limited.
The last limitation has to do with the lack of significant differences that were identified for
satisfaction of density, diversity, and proximity. One reason for this could be that scoring your
neighbourhood is less complex than scoring your satisfaction with density, diversity, and
proximity. Neighbourhood scores seem to be quite straightforward, especially together with
the open question where people indicated their negative or positive experiences that led to this
score. However, the concept “neighbourhood score” is an umbrella concept that entails a lot
of different factors that determine this score. I already touched upon this earlier when
discussing the measurability of liveability.
In the next chapter, I address several recommendations for future research based on the
limitations.
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7

7.

Recommendations

7.1. Future research

First, compact city characteristics should be considered more complete than they were in this
research. This could result in a better presentation of extent of physical liveability that stretches
beyond only walkable accessibility. Literature pointed out that this is an important factor, but
because of the findings and weak relationships, the question rises whether a more coherent
compactness approach could have explained this relationship stronger.
Second, the relationship between objective- and perceived liveability was addressed only
partly. Future research is needed to point out other possible correlations between the two.
Therefore, I would suggest research that considers specific time paths of people. It would be
interesting to compare those of people who live and work in Utrecht, people who live in Utrecht
and commute elsewhere and people who live elsewhere and work in Utrecht, with maybe some
additional variations.
Third, I suggest that more and especially other means of transport than walking should be
considered. It turned out that walkability-based accessibility analysis could only weakly predict
the extent of perceived liveability. The local context suggests taking bike travel, public
transport, or car-based time path analyses into account.
The second and third point share a common denominator: means of transport. The theory
suggests that the car use is high in Utrecht, whereas the results are not consistently in stating
something about this. The largest group of the sample and population do not use a car for local
trips, but car availability does improve the perception of liveability. Future research could point
out weather the car is an indicator for higher liveability, but the results suggest it. In addition to
this, I discussed the possible effect bicycles can have, in additions to cars, on accessibility by
considering a different travel speed and network. It would be interesting to assess whether
there are any other findings related to these modes of transport.
Fourth, by assessing the extent of importance, I identified a ranking amongst importance of
destinations. I used this to extract the on average at least ‘important’ destinations, but these
extents of importance can also be used to weigh the destinations according to their
assessments. However, the 5-step Likert scale that was used to assess this, might not be
sufficient to provide a solid outcome for scorings (Chimi & Russell, 2009). I suggest another
scoring system rather than a Likert scale for an assessment of this kind. A suggestion would be
a stated preference assessment: what would happen if people had to choose between an
additional supermarket, or an additional pub in their neighbourhood? Another suggestion is to
ask respondents to organize the list of destinations from most important to least.
Fifth, future research could help to better understand compactness and accessibility. Through
the methods I used, the conclusions I drew based on tables 9 and 10 were the most detailed I
could provide. It would be interesting to identify exact accessibility measures on a smaller scale
than districts, for instance neighbourhoods or even 100x100m cells, without regards of all the
separate destinations. Through this, the variable “district” in the regression could be replaced
by an actual scoring of accessibility, resulting in a more detailed analysis with regards to
accessibility. The scores would then relate directly to the extent of accessibility on a detailed
level.
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Lastly, a suggestion for any future research considering liveability. The concept has so many
sides, interpretations, and differs for every single individual, which was proven by the findings I
have presented. Accessibility and the extent of it, together with the place where people live and
some of their demographic and socio-economic variables help explain the perceived liveability
by measuring satisfaction. However, it can be measured in various other ways, using many
other variables. It differs per district, probably per city, region, country, or continent because of
the unique characteristics belonging to a place, all of which are likely to contribute to some
extent to the liveability of a place, accessibility being one of them. Future research could
consider the findings I have presented here or make it more specific or improve it. However, I
doubt whether any future research will be able to assess liveability and define it as a singular
concept. My recommendation henceforth would be to not try to do that, as it would be too
complex and not likely to succeed at all.

7.2. Policy

First, as the difference between the extent of accessibility for the relative area compared to the
relative population, it is important to increase the density, diversity, and proximity of
destinations as the population in an area increases. This does contribute, albeit slightly, to
experienced liveability of an area. Relations between importance and satisfaction suggests that
providing more important destinations would result in higher accessibility satisfaction. More
research should assess this relationship in more detail, maybe dividing it over destinations to
provide an insight per destination. Also, the maximum distance that people are willing to travel,
either by foot, bike, or other means of transport that would fit in a sustainable, future city, would
result in a more detailed assessment on how to improve liveability through providing
accessibility to important destinations. Such research could be more concise and to the point
if it would be conducted for exactly that purpose.
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Appendices
A. Survey
A.1. List of distribution networks
Nr.
1
2
3

Type
Facebook group
Facebook group
Facebook group

Name
Utrecht!
Overvecht!
Burennetwerk
Zuilen
Wijkconnect
Utrecht
KBO-Stad-Utrecht
COSBO-StadUtrecht
LinkedIn,
Instagram, Twitter
BicycleDutch

Description
36.000+ members from Utrecht.
3000+ members from the district Overvecht.
3500+ members from the districts West and
Noordwest.
Digital bulletin board for the city of Utrecht
as a whole, and for all separate districts.
Elderly network for the city of Utrecht
Elderly network for the city of Utrecht

4

Social platform

5
6

Organization
Organization

7
8

Other social
media
Influencer

Nr.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

URL
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2238345631/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1590920584498784
https://www.facebook.com/groups/burennetwerkzuilen
https://www.wijkconnect.com/utrecht/prikbord/prikkers
https://kbostadutrecht.nl/
https://cosbo-stad-utrecht.nl/
https://linkedin.com / https://instagram.com / https://twitter.com
https://bicycledutch.wordpress.com/

Social media
YouTube and twitter channel with many
followers from Utrecht

A.2. Questions

Below, the sections, 1. questions, answer type and, if applicable, branches for each question
are included. Questions with * are obliged.
Introduction text with general- and privacy-related information
Section 1: Selection and location
1. Do you live in Utrecht and are you 18 years or older?*
Multiple choice with one answer
Yes --> Q2
No --> EN
2. In which district do you live? (Picture with district map included)*
Multiple choice with one answer
None of these --> END2
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I don’t know / I don’t want to share this --> Section 2
All other answers --> Q3
3. In which neighbourhood do you live? (Specific for each district based on question 8.
Pictures with neighbourhood maps included)*
Multiple choice with one answer
I don’t know / I don’t want to share this –-> Section 2
All other answers --> Q4
4. How would you score your neighbourhood?
Grading from 0 (strongly disagree) to 10 (strongly agree)
Why did you score your neighbourhood like this?
Open answer
Section 2: Important services and destinations
5. What are important destinations and services to you?
Open answer
6. What are important destinations and services to you in these categories1?*
5- step Likert scale from very unimportant to very important
Section 3: Modes of transport
7. What modes of transport do you own, or do you have at your proposal?*
Multiple choice with multiple answers
Scooter/electric wheelchair
(electric) bicycle
Moped
Car
Public transport card
None of these
8. What modes of transport do you use most often to travel from your home to important
destinations and services throughout the city?*
Multiple choice with multiple answers
Walking / scooter/electric wheelchair
(Electric) bicycle
Moped
Car
Public transport
Others
Section 4: Accessibility satisfaction
9. To what extent do you agree with the following statement: I am satisfied with the
distance from my home to important services and destinations throughout the city.*
Grading from 0 (strongly disagree) to 10 (strongly agree)
10. To what extent do you agree with the following statement: I am satisfied with the
diversity of services and destinations in my neighborhood.*
Grading from 0 (strongly disagree) to 10 (strongly agree)
11. To what extent do you agree with the following statement: I am satisfied with the
density of services and destinations in my neighborhood.*
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Grading from 0 (strongly disagree) to 10 (strongly agree)
12. How satisfied are you with the accessibility of these important destinations?*
7 step Likert scale from very unsatisfied to very satisfied
Section 5: General questions
13. What is your age?
Multiple choice with one answer
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
14. What is your gender?
Multiple choice with one answer
Male
Female
Others
15. What is your living situation?
Multiple choice with one answer
Single
Together
‘Single, with children’ --> How many children? --> Q16
‘Together, with children --> How many children? --> Q16
‘Others’ --> How many adults? --> How many children? --> Q16
‘Living with my parents’ --> How many adults? --> How many children? --> Q16
Shared
16. What is your working situation?
Multiple choice with one answer
Working
Studying
School
Volunteer
Retired
Others
17. What is your highest finished education?
Multiple choice with one answer
None
Primary school
LBO (Lager BeroepsOnderwijs, Lower practical education, high school)
VMBO / MAVO (Average practical education, high school)
HAVO (Higher practical education, high school)
VWO (Pre-scientific high school)
MBO (Practical job education)
HBO (college, university of applied sciences)
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University
Others
18. What is your postal code?
Text box
End
19. Leave your email address here if you would like to receive the outcomes of the research
when it is finished.
Text box

B. Detailed data analysis methods
B.1. Data analysis methods for 4.2.
B.1.1. Determination of 15-minute service areas and raster maps
The exact methods used to get from raw data to the maps presented are included below. Some
exceptions were made on this method, these are described below. In the report, this has been
indicated for the destination categories that the exceptions describe.
From raw data to service area:
Raw data: POIs from OpenStreetMap (OSM, 2021);
1. Filter POIs to distract each separate destination group. Output is a POI layer for all 20
important destinations*;
2. Use ORS Tools – Isochrones from Layer to calculate the service area for each POI per
important destination category. Output is a vector layer with polygons for each
individual service area;
3. Reproject in correct CRS;
4. Use ‘dissolve’ to create one polygon from all service areas. Output is a single
accessibility polygon;
5. Repeat steps 2 to 4 for each POI layer. Output: Service area for each important
destination.
From service areas to rasters:
1. Make a 100x100m grid by using ‘create grid’, and setup resolution to 100x100m. Output
is a vector grid layer;
2. Calculate centroids of each polygon. Output is a point grid layer;
3. Clip the centroid layer with all individual service area layers. Output is a point grid layer
with service area for each important destination category;
4. Merge all service area point grid layers from step 3. Output is a single point layer;
5. Use ‘count points in polygon’ tool for the vector grid layer, counting all points from step
4. Output is a vector grid layer with values describing the amount of different service
areas accessible from each polygon;
6. Use ‘rasterize’ tool to create a raster based on the value attributes from step 5. Output
is a raster map.
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Other methods for ‘parks’ and ‘open space’
For the parks, the POIs were identified as all entrances to all parks. This is because parks tend
to be bigger with various entrances. If centroids would have been considered as the POI, the
service area would partly overlap with the park area and would therefore not be sufficient. The
density should therefore be read as number of park entrances rather than parks. This method
was used because there was no data available on the location of parks, and all POIs have
therefore been mapped manually.
For the analyses of the outside area and the city centre, there were no centroids considered for
the same reason as with parks. However, since there was spatial data available on the areas
‘city centre’ and ‘built-up area’, the method differs from ‘parks’.
For the outside area, the municipal area that is not built-up area was retrieved, after which the
border was intersected with a walkable network layer to determine the POIs. Here, these are
the access points from the built-up area to non-built-up area. From these, the points indicating
routes that do not lead to the outside area (i.e. routes to highways, to other built-up area
borders, to canals, etc.) were manually removed.
For the city centre, the same method was used to determine POIs that are access points to the
city centre. No routes were deleted here.
B.1.2. Determination of extent of accessibility relative to population
The basis is formed by the maps produced as a result from B.1.1. and data from CBS and NGR
(CBS, 2020; NGR, 2021). From CBS, a GIS map was downloaded with statistical data of the
population in a 100x100m resolution. The NGR TOP10NL map was used to determine the builtup area and district borders. From here, I followed the following steps to assess the extent of
accessibility visualized in figure 11:
1. Use the separate point service area maps from ‘From service area to rasters’ step 2 and
merge these in one layer;
2. In the a new layer, count the total number of service areas in each cell with the grid layer
(‘From service area to rasters step 1) as a basis and the points as data;
3. Convert the data from the cells in the CBS dataset to points;
4. Use the ‘join attributes by location’ tool to add the data on the population per cell into
the layer from step 2;
5. Using the ‘intersection’ tool, extract all cells that fall within each district, and the builtup area. The results are 11 maps, one for each district, and 1 for the total built-up area;
6. Export the resulting attribute tables from each of those layers to Excel. In these attribute
tables, the population per cell is included;
7. In Excel, paste all datasets per district and the built-up area in one tab. The result is a
dataset with the population and extent of satisfaction by the number of accessible
destinations in a resolution of 100x100m per district;
8. Use the ‘SUM.IF’ tool, to count all inhabitants that have a large-, medium-, low- or very
low extent of accessibility, by selecting the column containing the number of
destinations as ‘reach’, setting the criteria (large > 15; 10 < medium < 16; 5 < low < 11;
Very low < 5), and sum reach the column containing the population and repeat for all
areas. Result is a table with absolute numbers on extent of accessibility described over
the population;
9. Calculate the relative amounts and visualize in a graph.
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Next to this, table 10 was derived using the same datasets with the following method:
1. Use the point layers from ‘From service area to rasters’ step 2, open the attribute table
and add a column in which I placed a 1. Repeat for all point layers. The result is a dummy
for each layer;
2. Merge all point layers. The result is a single layer where all service areas are dummied
per point;
3. Use the ‘join attributes by location’ tool to add the population data from CBS to this
layer. The resulting layer has an attribute table where the inhabitants per cell and the
presence of each destination is indicated by dummy (1=yes, ‘NULL’ = no);
4. Use the ‘intersection’ tool to extract all cells for the relevant areas (districts and total
built-up area). The resulting layer should have an attribute table where the district,
number of inhabitants and dummy coded service areas should be included. Export this
table to Excel;
5. Open the table in Excel and extract the data for each area. The result is a table with
information on 11 areas, 21 columns per area (1 column for population per cell, 20 with
the dummied service areas);
6. Use the ‘SUM.IF’ tool to determine the absolute number of inhabitants that have access
to a destination in each district, by selecting the destination data column as ‘reach’, the
criterium to ‘1’ and the sum to the column with the population per cell. Repeat this for
all 11 areas and 20 destinations per area;
7. Use the ‘SUM’ tool to determine the total population per area and use this to calculate
the relative population that has access to a destination in each area. The result is table
10.

B.2. Correlation assessments

This dataset was used to assess the correlations visualized in 4.3. using excel and SPSS:
1. Extract the data on accessibility satisfaction per district and destination using SPSS
(compare means tool);
2. Insert the data in a table with the same format as tables 9 and 10 (destinations in the
rows and areas in the columns);
3. Make graphs correlating the extent of satisfaction and extent of accessibility for each
area, and each destination. The results are the graphs visualized in 4.3.;
4. Use the ‘PEARSON’ command to assess Pearson’s correlation coefficients for each
relation and include a linear trend line with R2 in each graph.
This method was also used for figure 17. Table 13 was derived using SPSS:
1. Use the same data as step 1 above, for both importance and accessibility satisfaction
and use ‘correlate’ to relate all important destinations and accessibility satisfaction per
destination. The result is an enormous table from which the following data must be
filtered;
2. Filter the correlations between the importance and accessibility satisfaction for each
destination and summarize in a table. The result is table 13.

B.3. Regression analysis

All demographic variables in the SPSS dataset were included in the regression analysis, except
for reference groups that can be found in table 14.
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C. Open answers important destinations
Destination
City centre
Highway entrance
Job, employer
Family and friends
Playgrounds
Place of worship (church or mosque)
Cycle paths
Garbage bins
Mailbox
Parking
ATM
Petrol station
Shared car

N / 250
43
10
9
8
4
4
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
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D. Multicollinearity assessment
Category
Age

Group
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54a
55-64
65+
Gender
Malea
Female
Home situation Single
Togethera
Single with children
Together with children
Shared
Working
Workinga
situation
Studying / school
Others
Education
Lower educateda
Higher educated
District
West
Noordwest
Overvechta
Noordoost
Oost
Binnenstad
Zuid
Zuidwest
Leidsche Rijn
Vleuten – De Meern
Car available Has a car available
Has no car availablea
Car use
Uses a car
Does not use a cara
N = 250
a
Reference category

Tolerance
.298
.442
.631

VIF
3.354
2.263
1.586

.625
.460

1.601
2.173

.903
.619

1.108
1.616

.794
.476
.904

1.260
2.100
1.879

.409
.472

2.443
2.119

.829
.571
.359

1.206
1.752
2.785

.404
.525
.582
.450
.435
.400
.415
.575

2.475
1.905
1.717
2.221
2.300
2.500
2.407
1.739

.713

1.403

E. Flyer for respondents

At the end of the survey, interested respondents could leave their e-mail address in case they
are interested in the results. To notify them, I made a flyer to update them briefly on the
research and conclusions. That flyer is included on the next pages.
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